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I  INTRODUCI10N 
As a result of the Council Decision 85/338/EEC (Commission 1985), the Commission 
of the European Communities (DG XI)  realized in the period 1987 to 1990 plans to 
gather EC wide information on emissions of pollutants into the air in a consistent form 
(Bouscaren et al.1986, Commission 1991). This information is broken down into several 
source categories, of  which "Road TraffiC' is an important part. In order to improve the 
consistency of the emission data, working groups were set up  to assist estimation of 
these emissions by proposing emission factors for the most relevant source categories. 
The "CORINAIR Working Group on Emission Factors for Calculating Emissions from 
Road Traffic" developed a methodology, including appropriate emission factors, for the 
reference year 1985  (Eggleston et al.  1989). The methodology was transformed into a 
computer programme (Samaras et al.  1989a) and applied by many EC countries in the 
1985 exercise (Samaras et al. 1989b  ). 
In 1991 the group has been re-convened with the aim to propose to EC Member States a 
set of emission factors to be used for the 1990 inventory, including, where necessary a 
revision of the underlying methodology used for estimating the emissions. 
This report describes the methodology developed by the working group and proposes 
emission  factors  which  are needed  for  its  application.  In comparison  to  the  1985 
approach the following major modifications have been made: 
i)  The  vehicle  category  split  has  been  revised,  distinguishing  now  between 
Passenger Cars  <  2.5  t and Ught Duty Vehicles  <  3.5  t (in  1985  they were 
combined in one group  'Vehicles  <  3.5  t').  Moreover,  two  stroke engined 
passenger  cars  and  off-road  vehicles  have  been  introduced  as  separate 
categories. 
ii)  Within the vehicle categories new classes of vehicles have been added in order 
to take  into  account  the  evolution  of technology  since  1985.  In particular 
passenger cars equipped with  open and closed 3 way  catalysts  (3-WC)  have 
been added but also passenger cars using improved conventional technology. 
iii)  The methodology  has  been somewhat up-dated,  in particular the cold  start 
emission of the vehicle classes operated with closed loop 3-we have required 
an approach different from conventional passenger cars. Moreover, cold start 
emission factors for diesel and LPG passenger cars < 2.5  t and for light duty 
vepicles have t?een_ proposed. Finally modifications have also been made with 
regard to evaporative emissions.  ·  -
iv)  The list  of pollutants  covered  has  been  extended  and  revised.  The  report 
contains now emission factors for NOx, N20, SOx, VOC, rn,., CO, CO:z, NH3, LA.T  2  EnviCon 
diesel particulates and lead(l).  In the  1985  report only CO,  VOC,  NOx  and 
diesel particulates were covered. 
As in 1985, the results of this work have been translated into a menu-driven computer 
programme, called COPERT 90, which substantially facilitates the practical application 
of the methodology (see Samaras et al. 1991a). 
Due to the modifications made, it is proposed to apply COPERT 90 also again for the 
1985 emission estimates in order to obtain comparable trend data. 
As in the 1985  approach, emissions from road transport are divided into three types. 
The first are the "hot emissions". These are the emissions from vehicles after they have 
warmed up to their normal operating temperature. The second are the so-called "cold-
start emissions" which are the emissions from vehicles while they are warming up. The 
third  type  are  evaporative  emissions.  These  only  occur  in  relevant  quantities  for 
gasoline vehicles in the form of NMVOC emissions. For some vehicle classes and some 
pollutants,  the  different  types  of emissions  are lumped  together into  one emission 
factor, for some others, individual emission factors are proposed. 
It should be noted that also refuelling losses exist. These are not included in this report 
as they are emitted at petrol stations. However, CORINAIR includes them in a separate 
category. 
The rest of the report gives  the details  of the proposed emission  calculation.  Each 
country will have to use information relating to its vehicle fleet, while this report gives 
all the factors needed to estimate emissions. 
Chapter ll  gives some general information about the problem. 
Chapter ill  briefly discusses the vehicle category split. 
Chapter IV briefly discusses the pollutants covered. 
Chapter V describes the proposed methodologies. 
Chapter VI has the detail of the emission factors themselves. 
This report summarizes results obtained by the working group on road traffic ·emissions. 
It is addressed to CORINAIR experts responsible for the estimation of emissions at 
nationalleve~ but might be of interest to other experts who are working in the field of 
emission estimation. 
II  THE PROBLEM 
The aim of the calculations described below is to estimate the 1990 emissions of NOx 
(sum of NO and N02), N20, NMVOC (total VOC minus methane), CJ4, CO, Co2, 
SOx, NH3, diesel particulates and lead from road traffic, differentiated into ten different 
major categories and 39 sub-categories, most of them separated into three types of roads 
(1)  Ust of abbreviations is given in chapter XI. LA.T  3  EnviCon 
(urban, rural, highway), for each area, or territorial unit (NUTS ill), as required by the 
CORINAIR  framework  methodology.  Table  11-1  displays  the  CORINAIR  vehicle 
category split 
The basic data is therefore the 1990 emission of pollutant i, caused by vehicle category j 
at local area level (NUTS ill) on roads of type k.  In the ideal case, such information 
must be available for all pollutants, all categories at all territorial units and for all types 
of roads in order to estimate the emissions required by CORINAIR. 
There are different ways of carrying out these calculations, depending on the available 
statistical data and the available emission factors.  This,  however,  opens the way  for 
differences between the calculated values, leading to incompatible results. 
In order to avoid this and to meet the goals of the CO  RINAIR work, in particular that 
of improved quality and comparability of emission data, it seems to be most appropriate 
to  define  a  baseline  methodology  which,  in  the ideal case,  should  be used  by  all 
countries, and then to allow national deviations from this methodology. Both baseline 
methodology and deviations have to be well described in order to fulfil the requirements 
mentioned above. 
The baseline methodology has to take into account the knowledge and the statistical 
data  available  in all  European countries,  but at least in EC Member  States.  The 
application of this methodology requires input data. While the statistical data have to be 
collected  by  Member  States  individually,  the  set  of emission  factors  should  be as 
comparable as possible. The expert group therefore devoted a large amount of its time 
to the development of such emission factors. 
ill  VElllCLE CATEGORY SPLIT 
The vehicle category split required by  CORINAIR 1990 does not meet all aspects of 
vehicle emissions considered important by the working group. In particular the age of 
vehicle (year of  production) and the engine technology is not sufficiently reflected. Thus, 
for  the purpose  of the work  only,  a  more detailed  vehicle  category split  has been 
developed,  see Table ill-1.  Major differences  occur in the category Passenger  Cars, 
where the different steps of international legal conformity are reflected (ECE classes). 
In addition  national  legislation  is  taken  into  account  with  the  classes  'Improved 
Conventional', 'Open Loop' and 'Oosed Loop'. Moreover the category 'Buses' is not 
part of the split because emission factors different from those of heavy duty vehicles 
could not be found. 
In order to help identifying the vehicle categories, Table ill-2 gives the classification of 
vehicles according to the UN-ECE. The main COPERT categories can be allocated to 
the UN-ECE classification as follows: 
Passenger Cars  - M1 
Light Duty Vehicles  - N1 LA.T 
Heavy Duty Vehicles 
Two Wheelers 
Off-Road Vehicles 
4 
- M2, M3, N2, N3 
- Ll, L2, 1...3, lA, L5 
- no classification given 
IV  POLLUTANTS COVERED 
EnviCon 
In  comparison  to  the  1985  inventory,  the  list  of pollutants  has  been  significantly 
extended and modified. The major reason for that is the great interest in the emission of 
substances contributing to acidification and the global warming. The working group 
agreed to apply the following definitions: 
NOx (NO and NOv : 
N20: 
SOx: 
VOC: 
CH4 : 
CO: 
C02 : 
NH3: 
Particulate matter : 
Lead: 
given as N02 equivalent 
given as N20  equivalent 
given as sol equivalent 
given as CH1.85 equivalent(!) 
given as CH4 equivalent 
given as CO equivalent 
given as C02 equivalent 
given as NH3 equivalent 
given as mass equivalent of  filter measurements 
given as Pb equivalent 
As requested by the CORINAIR nomenclature, total VOC emissions have to be split 
into NMVOC and methane. This is performed by deducting methane from the total 
VOC emissions. Work on a  more detailed VOC split is under way but could not be 
included in this report. 
In summary, the major task of the working group was to provide a  set of emission 
factors for hot driving, cold start and evaporative emissions, based as far as possible on 
solid data, in such a way that they can be used directly or, if  necessary, transformed by 
Member States into national emission factors. 
V  BASELINE METHODOLOGY 
The 1985 baseline methodology has not been revised very much. Only a few details are 
changed. The methodology is defined in such a way that it uses the firm technical data 
and that national variations among Member States can be incorporated. The variations 
may include ~uch things as composition c:>f vehicle park, yehi~e age, driving. _patterns, 
some fuel parameters and a few climatic parameters. 
Other variations which may exist, for example, variations in vehicle maintenance, are 
not accounted for because there is not enough data available to do so. 
(1)  For evaporating emissions tank breathing is reported as CH2.33 and hot soak as CH220· These are the 
units used to report test protocols. L.A.T  5  EnviCon 
It is proposed to base the calculation on five main types of input parameters: 
•  total fuel consumption 
•  vehicle park 
•  driving condition 
•  emission factors 
•  other parameters 
For these  main  types  of input parameters,  additional  information (e.g.  on vehicle 
classes,  production years  etc) is needed in order to cany out the calculations.  The 
following picture shows the calculation scheme: 
Fuel  Consum~tion 
- per  fuel  Yfe  1-
- per  veh.  ca  egory 
Vehicle  ~ark 
- number  of vehicles 
per  veh.cate~ory  -
- a~e distribu  ion  of 
t  e vehicle  park 
per  veh.category 
Driving  Con~itiQns 
- annual  mi  eage  ~er  Calculation  of annual 
vehicle  class { ot  emissions  of all  ~ollu-
and  cold)  tants for all  COR  NAIR 
- annual  m1leage  per  road  traffic source  ca-
road  class  tegories  at all  defined 
- averave  speeds  of  territorial  units  and 
vehic  es  road  classes 
Emj~sjoo  ~~~torf 
- per  veh1c  e c ass 
- per  production  year 1-
- per  road  class 
(vehicle  speed) 
Other  gar1meters 
- fuel  ~roperties  1-
- clima  ic conditions 
In order to meet the CORINAIR requirements, in particular the one that data should be 
suitable for advanced long-range dispersion models, this information should be available 
for  the smallest territorial unit (NUTS  ID).  However,  this is not the case in most 
countries, so that it seems to be more appropriate for these co~tries  to start at NUTS 
level  0  and  to allocate  emissions  to other NUTS  levels  with  the  help  of available 
surrogate data. This implies that certain local particularities within a certain country, LA.T  6  EnviCon 
e.g. mountains or climatic differences, cannot be taken into account. The attempt to do 
so by applying all sorts of "corrections" introduced at a later stage of the calculation 
failed  because  no  sound  set  of "correction  factors"  could  be  identified.  However, 
national particularities can be taken into account by  this top-down approach via the 
composition of the vehicle park, the driving conditions and the temperature dependency 
of  some emission factors. 
For countries which have the required input available at smaller NUTS level (including 
for example traffic counting) it is proposed to make use of this information and to apply 
a bottom-up approach. However, the model should not be used for NUTSs much smaller 
than  NUTS ill because  the vehicle  speeds  and  driving  modes  are  average  values 
themselves and may not fit to particular local circumstances. 
Finally,  as it will  be  outlined  in the  next chapter,  some categories can be lumped 
together (e.g. without distinguishing among production years or road classes), so that 
the total calculation effort is substantially reduced. 
The actual calculation for the reference year 1990 should be carried out for all NUTS 0 
as follows. 
V.l  Hot Emissions 
These emissions depend on a variety of factors including the distance that each vehicle 
travels,  its speed (or road type),  its age  and engine size.  As explained later,  many 
countries do not have solid estimates of these data. Therefore a method to estimate the 
emissions from available solid data has been proposed. However, it is important that 
each country uses the best data they have available. This is an issue to be resolved by 
each individual country. 
There are a number of other factors that may influence vehicle emissions, for example, 
state of maintenance, climate or altitude.  However,  there is so little data about the 
influence of these parameters on European vehicles that their influence cannot be taken 
into account 
The basic formula for estimating hot emissions using experimentally obtained emission 
factor is: 
Emissions [g] =  emission factor [gfkm] ·vehicle kilometres per year (km] 
-The emission factors and vehicle kilometres are in most cases split into·  certain classes 
of  road types and vehicle categories. 
However, for many countries the only data known with any certainty is the total fuel 
consumption of petrol, diesel and LPG, not vehicle kilometres. It is therefore suggested 
that fuel consumption data are used to check vehicle mileage where they are known and 
to make a final fuel balance. LA.T  7  EnviCon 
Since emission factors can be converted from [g/km] into [g/kg fuel], using consumption 
data for all vehicle classes and road types, the calculation can be carried out either on 
one or the other emission factor. 
If  fuel consumption is to be used, we have: 
Ehot;iJ,k  =  gj,k,l · bj,l · e•,hot,l990;iJ,k  (1) 
where: 
~,k,l 
b·t  J, 
=  emissions of the pollutant i in (g], caused in the reference year 1990 by 
vehicles of category j driven on roads of type k with hot engines 
=  share of annual fuel consumption of type 1 used by vehicles of category j, 
driven on road type k 
=  total annual consumption of fuel type 1 in [kg] by vehicles of category j 
operated in 1990 
e*,hot,l990;iJ,k=  average 1990 fleet representative baseline emission factor in [g/kg fuel] 
for the pollutant i, relevant for the vehicle category j, operated on roads 
of type k with hot engines (please note: these factors have been derived 
from emission factors of individual cars which were grouped together 
according to the national car park). 
and: 
i (pollutants)  =  1-10 for the pollutants covered 
j (vehicle category)=  1-34  for the on-road categories defined in the vehicle category 
split (Table ill-1) 
k (road classes)  =  1-3 for "urban", "rural", and "highway" driving (note that the road 
types imply certain speed patterns: see chapter VI.l.l.) 
1  (fuel type)  =  1-3 for gasoline, diesel, LPG 
The application of equation ( 1) requires statistical input data which are not available in 
many countries. Therefore, some data have to be estimated. It  is proposed to apply as a 
principle for these estimations the rule that those parameters which are least known 
- should be modified most. In practice this means to attribute uncertainties to parameters-
which are actually uncertain and to avoid modifications of parameters which are known 
somewhat more precisely. In the following, some practical explanations are given. 
The factors bj,l and ~,k,l used in equation ( 1) cannot be introduced into the calculation 
from statistical data but have to be estimated with the help of other parameters. A:; 
outlined above, in most of the Member States the total fuel consumption is only known LAT  8  EnviCon 
for different fuels,  (e.g. gasoline, diesel, LPG) but not, as required, related to vehicle 
categories. In such a case it is proposed to distribute the total fuel figures to the vehicle 
categories in an iterating process, making assumptions concerning the average annual 
mileage driven per vehicle of a defined category and the distribution of the total annual 
mileage to different road types.  The data on total fuel consumption of the different 
fuels, the number of vehicles in each category and the average fuel consumption for each 
vehicle category on the different road types remain the fixed points in this process. It is 
proposed to start with 
(2) 
where: 
lll_j  =  total annual mileage in (km] of  vehicle category j 
~  =  number of  vehicles of  category j 
vj  =  average annual mileage driven by each vehicle of category j 
While  hj  is  considered  as  a  well-known  statistical  figure,  vj,  is  not  available  as 
independent statistical data in many countries and has to be estimated. 
In the next step, mj is introduced into the formula: 
(3) 
where: 
mj,k  =  total annual mileage in (km] of  vehicle category jon road class k 
~,k  = share of annual mileage driven on road class k by vehicle category j 
The parameter dj,k is rarely available as independent statistical data in any EC country 
and therefore has to be estimated. The parameter mj,k  should then be introduced into 
the formula: 
3 
bj,l = I: mj,k · ~,k  (4) 
k=l 
where: 
bj,l  = total annual consumption of fuel of type 1 in [kg] by vehicles of category 
j operated in 1990 
~,k  =  average fuel consumption in [g/km] of vehicle category j on road class k L.A.T  9  EnviCon 
The figure Cj,k is a measured value (figures can be taken from Tables or Figures given in 
this report), so that the calculation can be carried out easily. 
The total fuel consumption of  fuel type 1  per year is then: 
(5) 
where: 
Dt  =  total annual consumption of fuel type 1 
As a rule, the calculated 0 1 should be equal to the consumption statistic{!). If  now the 
calculated Ot does not match the true value,  the "soft"  input parameters should be 
modified. Since the availability of statistical data differs from one country to another, it 
is up to national experts to make the appropriate modifications. However, the authors 
have the impression that in most of the cases the parameters ~.k and/  or v1 are those to 
which most attention should be giv~n (Table V.l.l-1 provides an example of the values 
estimated by countries for the parameter  ~,k in the 1985 exercise). 
The factor gj,k can be calculated as follows: 
3 
g_;,urban  =  ~,urban · mj,urban/ I:  ~,k · IDj,k  for k = urban 
k=l 
3 
gj,rural = cj,rural · mj,ruratl I: ~,k · mj,k  for k =  rural 
k=l 
3 
gj,highway  = cj,highway · mj,highway/ I:  ~,k · mj,k  for k = highway 
k=l 
where: 
} (6) 
~,k  =  average fuel consumption in [g/km] of  vehicle category j on road class k 
mj,k  =  total annual mileage in [km] of  vehicle category j on road class k 
All elements of these equations are known, so that the calculation can be carried out 
directly. 
(1)  However, it should be noted that in some countries there might be a difference between the fuel sold 
and the fuel actually consumed in this countty due to vehicles in transit. The official statistics always correspond 
to the fuel sold in a country and therefore have to be corrected if  there are clear indications for a substantial 
export of fuel. H such an export is identified, it is proposed that the CORINAIR team be informed about it 
because the consumption has to be attnbuted to another country. L.A.T  10  EnviCon 
The emission factor ehot,l990;ij,k' expressed in [glkm  ], can be taken from chapter VI and 
should be converted, wherever necessary, into [glkg fuel] as follows: 
e  •. hot,1990;ij,k  =  ehot,1990;ij,k I Cj,k  (7) 
where: 
ehot,l990;iJ,k  =  average 1990 fleet representative baseline.emission factor in [gfkm] for 
the pollutant i for the vehicle category j,  operated on  roads of type k 
with hot engines 
Cj,k  =  average fuel consumption in [glkm] of vehicle category j on road class k 
Values for Cj,k are also given in chapter VI. 
V .2  Cold Start Emissions 
Cold starts, compared with the "hot emissions", result in additional emissions. They take 
place under all three driving conditions, however, they seem to be most likely for urban 
driving. In principle they occur for all vehicle categories. However, emission factors are 
only available or can be reasonably estimated for gasoline, diesel and LPG passenger 
cars and - assuming that these vehicles behave like passenger cars -light duty vehicles, so 
that  just  these  categories  are  covered  by  the  methodology.  Moreover,  they  are 
considered not to be a function of vehicle age. 
These emissions are calculated as an extra emission over the emissions that would be 
expected if  all vehicles had only hot engines. A factor, the ratio of hot to cold emissions, 
is used and applied to the fraction of kilometres driven with hot to cold engines. These 
factors  may  vary  from  country to  country.  Different  driving  behaviour  (varying  trip 
lengths), as well as climate with varying time (and hence distance) required to warm up 
the engine affect the fraction of distance driven with cold engines. These factors can be 
taken into account, but again information may not be available to do this thoroughly in 
all countries, so that estimates have to close identified gaps. 
The cold mileage is introduced into the calculation as additional emissions per km by 
using the following formula: 
with: 
Ecold;ij  = lij ·  mj · ehot  ·  (ecoid 1  ehot _  1)  (8) 
=  emissions of the pollutant i due to cold starts (for reference year 1990), 
caused by vehicle category j (in the computer programme all cold start 
estimates are allocated to urban driving) LA.T  11  EnviCon 
Pi  =  fraction of mileage driven with cold engines(l) 
D1j  =  total annual mileage of the vehicle category j 
ecoldjehot  =  ratio of emissions of cold to hot engines 
The parameter~ depends on ambient temperature ta (for practical reasons the average 
monthly temperature is proposed to_ be used) and patterns of vehicle use, in particular 
the average trip length Imp. However, since information on Imp is not available in many 
countries for all vehicle classes, some simplifications have been introduced for some 
vehicle categories (see chapter VI). 
The ratio ecoid/  ehot also depends on the ambient temperature and pollutant considered. 
V.3  Evaporative VOC Emissions 
There are three primary sources of evaporative emissions from vehicles:(2) 
i)  diurnal (daily) emissions; 
ii)  hot soak emissions; and 
iii)  running losses. 
These are estimated separately. Again they are affected by factors that vary from country 
to country. 
Diurnal Emissions 
The evaporative  emissions associated with  the daily  (diurnal) variation in ambient 
temperature result from the vapour expansion inside the gasoline tank that occurs as the 
ambient temperature  rises  during  the daylight  hours.  Without an emission control 
system, some of the increasing volume of fuel vapour is vented to the atmosphere. At 
night, when  the temperature drops, vapour contracts and fresh air is drawn into the 
gasoline tank through the vent. This lowers the concentration of hydrocarbons in the 
vapour  space  above  the  liquid  gasoline,  which  subsequently  leads  to  additional 
evaporation. 
Hot Soak Emissions 
Hot  -soak evaporative emissions are the emissions caused when a hot engine is turned 
off. Heat from the engine and exhaust system increases the temperature of the fuel in 
(1)  "cold" engines are defined as those with a water temperature below 700C 
(2)  In US literature there is a fourth source mentioned: "Resting Loss Emissions" which result from vapour 
permeating parts of the evaporative control system. However, they are not taken into account explicitly in this 
paper. L.A.T  12  EnviCon 
the system that is no longer flowing. Carburettor float bowls are particularly significant 
source of hot soak emissions. 
Runnin& losses 
Running losses  are the result  of vapour generated  in gasoline  tanks  during vehicle 
operation.  Running  losses  are  most  significant  during  periods  of  high  ambient 
temperatures. The combined effect of high ambient temperature and exhaust system 
heat can generate a significant amount of vapour in the gasoline tank. 
All three types of evaporative emissions are significantly affected by the volatility of the 
gasoline being used, the absolute ambient temperature and temperature changes, and 
vehicle design characteristics. For hot soak emissions and running losses the driving 
pattern is also of  importance. 
In general, the estimation of evaporative emissions from gasoline vehicles involves still 
a large number of uncertainties which can not be solved without carrying out further 
measurements.  Therefore  the  1990  methodology  cannot  overcome  many  of  the 
problems, but can try only to improve on some specific aspects. 
The COPERT 85  methodology for estimating evaporative emissions (Gorissen 1988) 
shows, inter alia, two shortcomings: 
i)  for the emission factor for 'running losses' only an order of magnitude estimate 
is provided; 
ii)  the correction for  temperature and fuel  volatility is made in a  very simple 
fashion. 
In fact, due to these shortcomings, the CO  PERT 85 software provided an option to use a 
methodology proposed by Concawe (1987), instead of the methodology described in the 
official report. A more recent publication by Concawe ( 1990) allows to modify the 1985 
methodology as follows: 
i)  to delete the reference to unsealed plastic tanks because the problem could not 
be further substantiated(!); 
ii)  to insert temperature- and/or fuel volatility - dependencies for the emission 
factors ed, es, hot, es, warm, efi and er  . 
. Evaporative  VOC -emissiQns  from  gasoline  fuelled  vehicles ·add  to  total  NMVOC 
emissions. The main equation for  estimating the evaporative emissions is (Gorissen 
1988): 
(1)  This does not mean that the problem as such does not exist.  However, it was impoSSible to obtain an 
impression of the magnitude of emissions caused by the penetration of VOC through unsealed plastic tanks. L.A.T 
where: 
Eeva;vocJ 
sc 
R 
and 
sc 
Sfi 
R 
where: 
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(9) 
=  VOC emissions due to evaporative losses caused by vehicle category j 
= number of  gasoline vehicles of  category j 
=  mean emission factor for diurnal losses of gasoline powered vehicles 
equipped with  metal tanks,  depending  on  average  monthly  ambient 
temperature, temperature variation, and fuel volatility (R  VP) 
=  average hot and warm soak emission factor of gasoline powered vehicles 
equipped with carburettor 
=  average hot and warm soak emission factor of  gasoline powered vehicles 
equipped with fuel injection 
=  hot and warm running losses 
=  (1-q) (p · x · es,hot + w · x · es,warm) 
=  ID_j (p · er, hot + w · er, wann) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
q  =  fraction of gasoline powered vehicles equipped with fuel injection 
p  =  fraction of trips finished with hot engine (dependent on the average 
monthly ambient temperature) 
w  = fraction of trips finished with cold or warm engine (shorter trips  )(1) 
x  = mean number of trips of a vehicle per day, average over the year 
x = vj /  (365 · ltrip)  (13) 
=  mean emission factor for -hot soak emissions (which is dependent on 
fuel volatility R VP) 
=  mean  emission  factor  for  cold  and  warm  soak  emissions  (which  is 
dependent  on  fuel  volatility  RVP  and  average  monthly  ambient 
temperature) 
(1)  Engines are defined as "cold" or "warm" if  the water temperature is below 700C LA.T 
er,hot 
er,warm 
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=  mean emission factor  for  hot and warm  soak emissions  of gasoline 
powered vehicles equipped with fuel injection 
=  average  emission factor  for  hot  running losses  of gasoline  powered 
vehicles (which is dependent on fuel volatility RVP and average monthly 
ambient temperature) 
=  average emission factor for warm running losses of gasoline powered 
vehicles (which is dependent on fuel volatility RVP and average monthly 
ambient temperature) 
=  total annual mileage of  gasoline powered vehicles of category j 
Apart from  the emission factors,  the proposed methodology  requires,  a  number  of 
statistical data which are most likely not available in many countries, e.g. the parameters 
p, i, w and x. Therefore, a few indications will be given in chapter VI.3 concerning the 
values of these parameters. 
The fraction  of trips finished with  cold  and warm engine,  w,  is connected with  the 
parameter ~ used in the calculation of cold start emissions: both depend, inter alia, on 
ambient temperature. In the absence of better data, the assumed relation between w and 
pis: 
w-p 
As outlined in chapter V.2, p  depends on the average trip length Imp. 
This indicates that, for the calculation of the cold start emissions and soak emissions, 
the average trip length is of great importance. Finally it should be noted that the authors 
see a need to improve the proposed methodology further, in particular in order to take 
into account better the temperature and  R  VP dependencies of evaporative emissions 
for the different vehicle categories. 
V.4  Application of the baseline methodology to the different vehicle categories 
and pollutants 
Due to gaps in knowledge, the baseline methodology can not be applied in full and in the 
saffie way -to  all  v~hicle categories.  More~ver,~ there are variations depending on the 
pollutant considered. In general, one can distinguish between four methods: LA.T  15  EnviCon 
Method A:  Hot emissions are calculated based on 
- the total annual kilometres driven per vehicle; 
- the share of kilometres driven under the driving modes 'urban', 
'rural' and 'highway'; 
-the average speed of the vehicles under the driving modes 'urban', 
'rural' and 'highway'; 
- speed-dependent hot emission factors. 
Cold start emissions are calculated based on 
- the average trip length per vehicle trip; 
- the average monthly temperature; 
- temperature and trip length dependent cold start correction factor. 
Evaporative emissions are calculated based on 
- the fuel volatility (R  VP); 
- the average monthly temperature and the average monthly 
temperature variation; 
- fuel volatility and temperature dependent emission factors. 
Method B:  The total annual emissions per vehicle are calculated based on 
- the total annual kilometres driven per vehicle; 
- the share of kilometres driven under the driving modes 'urban', 
'rural' and 'highway'; 
- the average speed of the vehicles under the driving modes 'urban', 
'rural' and 'highway'; 
- speed-dependent emission factors. 
remark: for diesel passenger cars, cold start extra emissions for CO, 
NOx and NMVOC as well as extra fuel consumption are added using 
the method described under A. For LPG passenger cars a simplified 
method is used. 
Method C:  The total annual emissions per vehicle are calculated based on 
- the total annual kilometres driven per vehicles; 
- the share of kilometres driven under the driving modes 'urban', 
'rural' and 'highway'; 
- driving m'?de depende1_1t e~ions  factors. 
remark: For gasoline and diesel light duty vehicle cold start extra 
emissions for CO, NOx and NMVOC as well as fuel consumption are 
added using the method described under A. 
For gasoline light duty vehicles NMVOC evaporative emissions are 
added using the method described under A LA.T  16  EnviCon 
Method D:  The total annual emissions per vehicle category are calculated based 
on 
- the total annual fuel consumption of the vehicle category and/  or the 
total annual kilometres driven by the vehicle category; 
- fuel consumption and/  or kilometre related emission factors. 
remark: For two wheelers NMVOC evaporative emissions are added 
using the method described under A. 
These  methods  are  applied  to  the  different  vehicle  categories  and  the  different 
pollutants as shown in Table V.4-1 
V.5  Spatial Allocation of  Emissions 
The working group did not consider the problem of spatial allocation of motor vehicle 
emissions  because  of the  lack  of  any  uniform  data.  However,  as  a  part  of  the 
CORINAIR project Member States will have to do this. 
Member States are best able to know, and use, the most appropriate information to do 
this  allocation.  This  is  a  difficult  task which  should  not be underestimated.  Some 
approaches that have been used in the absence of vehicle use data in small areas are 
suggested below. It must be emphasized, however,  that these examples should not be 
followed blindly; they are merely examples. 
i)  Urban emissions should be allocated  to urban areas only,  e.g.  by  localizing 
geographically all cities with more than 20.000 inhabitants and allocating the 
emissions via the population living in each of the cities (As far as the authors 
are informed, a list of these cities including their geographical coordinates can 
be provided by the statistical office of the EC in Luxemburg) 
ii)  Rural emissions should be spread all over the country, but only outside urban 
areas, e.g. by taking the non-urban population density of a country 
iii)  Highway emissions should be allocated to highways only, that means: all roads 
on which vehicles are driven  in accordance with the "highway driving pattern", 
not necessarily what is called "Autobahn  en"  in F.R.Germany, "autoroutes" in 
France, "autostrade" in Italy and so on. As a simple distribution key, the length 
of such roads in the territorial unit can be taken. 
Some of the statistical data needed for canying out the allocation of emissions can be 
found in EUROSTAT publications but in general national statistics are more detailed. 
A few  countries may already have available the input data needed for the calculation 
scheme for a smaller NUTS than the whole of their country. These countries, of course, 
should directly apply the calculation scheme to the smaller units and subsequently build L.A.T  17  EnviCon 
the national total by summing up emissions from the smaller units. However, in such 
cases it is recommended to cross-check the total obtained in this way with the total 
calculated by using the top-down approach in order to balance possible deviations in the 
statistics. 
VI  EMISSION FACTORS PROPOSED BY THE WORKING GROUP 
The emission factors proposed can be distinguished into two classes:  those for which 
detailed evaluations are necessary and possible and those for which  only very simple 
"bulk" emission factors or equations have to be or can be provided. The pollutants SO:z, 
NH3, Ph, C02 and partly N20  fall under this category and are each treated separately in 
subsections  of chapter  VI  (VI.4  - VI.9).  Moreover,  off-road  vehicles  are  treated 
separately and in a simplified way, because only rough estimates of emission factors can 
be provided (see chapter VI.lO).  It should be noted that the reliability of emission 
factors differs substantially and this should be taken into account when interpreting the 
results of the emissioQ estimates. 
VI.l  Emission Factors for Hot Emissions 
The emission factors proposed in the following were jointly worked out by the members 
of the working group, taking into account the results of comprehensive studies carried 
out in France, F.R.Germany, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. In 
addition, some data measured in Austria, Sweden and Switzerland were incorporated. 
The working group believes that the emission factors represent the current state of the 
art in emission factors in EC Member States, but the working group sees a need to 
establish permanent up-dating procedures  in  order to better take  into areount the 
continuously growing knowledge. 
For the application of the proposed methodology,  one theoretically needs emission 
factors ehot,l990;ij,k for: 
•  10 pollutants (CO, NOx, N20, SO:z,  VOC, CH4, CO:z, NH3, diesel particulates, 
lead) 
•  10 vehicle categories 
•  3 road types 
In practice, the picture looks so~ewhat  different ~use: 
•  for some pollutants (e.g.  CO:z,  SO:z,  lead, NH3, partly N20) and for off-road 
vehicles, emissions are calculated based on fuel consumption only so that no 
distinction with regard to road types is necessary, LA.T  18  EnviCon 
•  for some other pollutants, due to the lack of measured data, emissions can be 
reported only as fractions of other emissions (e.g. CH4)  or by applying lumped 
emission factors (partly N20) so that no separate full calculation is necessary, 
•  for  some  vehicle  types  (e.g.  motorcycles),  no  distinction  with  regard  to 
emission factors can be made for different road types, 
•  for all on-road vehicle categories with the exception of gasoline passenger cars, 
no differentiation can be made with regard to the production year of  vehicles, 
•  for some pollutants no emission factor  could be derived for certain vehicle 
categories, 
so that the total number of emission factors is substantially smaller than theoretically 
necessary. It should be mentioned that the emission factors given in the 1985 report are 
also revised in some cases because the data base has been extended in the meantime due 
to the results of additional measurements made available after the completion of the 
1985 report. 
VI.1.1. Gasoline Passen&er Cars <2.5 Tonnes 
Gasoline passenger cars <  2.5 tonnes certainly contribute to the largest part of emissions 
of road traffic in all EC Member States. Therefore, special attention was given to this 
vehicle category with regard to emission factors and the methodology. It is one of the 
few categories where, instead of simple emission factors for only one, two or three road 
types (driving modes), the emission factors are presented in a  fully  speed-dependent 
form. 
Moreover, it is the only vehicle category in which the production year of vehicles has 
been taken into account by introducing different sub-categories, which reflect legislative 
steps (ECE) or technology  steps ("improved  conventional",  "open loop"  and "closed 
loop"). The technology steps are of importance in particular for those countries which 
introduced emission limits in national legislation which are more stringent than the 
ECE 15/04 limits, or implemented special incentive programmes for the purchase of 
such vehicles: 
1. Gasoline Passen&er Cars ( <2.5 t  < 1.41) 
a.  Improved Conventional 
takes into account German and Dutch incentive· programmes: 
•  Anl.XXIVC (only relevant for Germany). Effective date: 1.7.1985. 
•  NLG 850 (only relevant for the Netherlands):Effective date: 1.1.1986 
It is assumed that the required emission standards can be met by applying 
improved conventional technology. This type of emission control technology 
has also started to appear in Denmark since 1.1.1988. LA.T  19  EnviCon 
b.  OpenLoop 
takes into account Greek and Dutch incentive programmes. It  is assumed that 
the required emission standards can be met by applying open loop three way 
catalysts. 
Effective dates: Denmark 1.1.1989, F.R  .. Germany 1.7.1985, Greece 1.1.1990, 
The Netherlands 1.1.1987. 
c.  aosed Loop -. 
takes into account national incentive programmes (e.g. voluntary programmes 
in F.R.Germany carried out after 1.7.1985), where compliance with US 83 
limits is required. 
2. Gasoline Passen&er Cars ( < 2.5 t  1.4-2.0 1) 
a.  Improved conventional 
takes into account vehicles which meet the limit values of the Directive 
88/76/EEC (Commission 1988) by means of open loop catalysts. In practice 
relevant only for the national incentive programmes. 
Effective dates of implementation are: Denmark 1.1.1987, F.R.Germany 
1.7.1985, The Netherlands 1.1.1987. 
b.  OpenLoop 
takes into account vehicles which meet the limit values of the Directive 
88/76  /EEC by means of  open loop catalysts. In practice relevant only to the 
national incentive programmes. 
Effective dates of implementation are; Denmark 1.1.1987, F.R.Germany 
1.7.1985, Greece 1.1.1990, The Netherlands 1.1.1986. 
c.  aosed Loop 
takes into account national incentive programmes (e.g. Ani. XXIII in 
F.R.Germany, effective date 1.7.1985) where compliance with US 83limits is 
required. 
3. Gasoline Passen&er Cars ( <2.5 t  >2.0 1) 
a.  OpenLoop 
takes into account vehicles which meet the limit values of the Directive 
88/76/EEC by means of open loop catalysts. In practice relevant only to the 
national incentive programmes.  . 
Effective dates of implementation are ; Denmark 1.1.1987, F.R.Germany 
1.7.1985. 
b.  aosed Loop 
takes into account EC legislation and national incentive programmes: 
•  88/76/EEC (relevant for all countries). Effective date for new vehicles: 
1.1.1990 L.A.T  20  EnviCon 
•  US 83 (only relevant for Denmark, F.R.Germany, Greece, The Netherlands). 
Effective date: Denmark 1.1.1987, F.R.Germany 1.7.1985, Greece 1.1.1989, The 
Netherlands 1.1.1987. 
It  is assumed that the required emission standards can be met by applying 
closed loop three way catalysts. 
The curves have been derived by regression analysis of all data available (Avella  1989, 
Biegstraten et al.  1984,  Bundesamt fuer  Umweltschutz  1984,  CCMC  1989,  Gorissen 
1990, 1991, Hassel et al.  1987,  1991, Hollemans et al.  1987, Joumard 1990, Pattas et al. 
1983, 1985, 1991, Rijkeboer 1982, 1985, Rijkeboer et al. 1989, 1990). 
The emission  factors  ehot;iJ,w  as well  as  fuel  consumption  factors,  are displayed  in 
Figures VI.1.1-1 to -27. The equations of the "best-fit" curves are given in Tables VI.1.1-1 
to -4(1). They may be used, if  necessary, for extrapolation purposes. However, it should 
be noted that the emission factors have been derived from general test cycles which are 
not specific for driving at speeds above  130  km/h or below  10 km/h. Therefore they 
should be not applied for  driving at very  high  and very  low  speeds.  Moreover,  the 
emission factors should not be applied in cases in which the driving pattern differs too 
much from what is common, e.g. in traffic calming areas. 
The emission factor ehot,l990;iJ,k' introduced in equation (1) is by definition the average 
1990 fleet representative factor of pollutant i,  relevant for the vehicle category j (here 
this means vehicles with cylinder capacities of<  1.41/1.4-21/>21), operated on roads of 
type k with hot engines. The emission factors presented in this chapter describe the 
emissions of pollutant i for each vehicle category j and six periods of legal conformity, 
that means: pre-ECE state and periods of application of ECE 15-00/01, 15-02, 15-03, 15-
04 and three post 15-04 technologies: improved conventional, open loop, closed loop. 
This presentation allows Member States to introduce into the calculation (one could say: 
as national variables) the composition of their 1990 fleet and "national driving patterns". 
The three road types (highway, urban, rural) are obviously synonyms for certain driving 
patterns which are to some extent typical, but not the same in all countries and cities, 
e.g.  there are indications that highway  driving in Germany takes  place at a  higher 
average  speed  than in Belgium,  or urban  driving  in Athens takes place at a  lower 
average speed than in Berlin, and so on(2). 
V/.1.1.1.  Accountin~for Vehicle Speed 
Vehi~le speed, which is introduced into the calculation via the three road types, has a 
major  influence  on  the emiSsions  of the vehicles.  Different approaches  have  been 
developed to take into account the driving patterns. 
(1) Please note: some of the CUIVes have been slightly smoothened in order to avoid inconcistencies where the 
best fit curves meet. 
(2) It is posstble that driving patterns depend on additional parameters, sudl as age of the vehicle or cylinder 
capacity. However, such dependencies should only be taken into account if  sound statistical data are available. LA.T  21  EnviCon 
With the emission factors presented in this chapter, the authors propose two alternative 
methods: 
•  to select one single average speed, representative of each of the road types 
"urban",  "rural"  and  "highway"  (e.g.  20  km/h,  60  km/h  and  100  km/h, 
respectively)  and  to  apply  the  emission  factors  taken  from  the  graphs  or 
calculated with the help of the equations, or 
•  to  define  mean  speed  distribution  curves  ft(z)  and  to  integrate  over  the 
emission curves, i.e.: 
ehot;i,kJ,g  (14) 
where: 
ehot;i,kJ,g 
z 
e(z) 
=  emission factor in [g/km] for pollutant i, relevant for vehicle category j, 
operated on roads of type k with hot engines, valid for regulatory step g 
=  speed of gasoline vehicles  <2.5 tonnes on road classes "rural", "urban" 
and "highway" 
=  mathematical expression (e.g. formula of "best fit"  curve) of the speed-
dependency of ei.j.g.hot,z 
=  equation (  e.g.formula of "best fit" curve) of the frequency distribution of 
the mean speeds which corresponds to the driving patterns of gasoline 
vehicles <2.5 tonnes on road classes "rural", "urban" and "highway", fk(z) 
depends on road type k and also, possibly, on engine size. An example of 
a cumulative distributions are given in Figures V1.1.1.1-1 
It is evident that the first approach mentioned above is much easier and most likely the 
one to be chosen by most of the countries. Table VI.l.1.1-1 shows as an example the 
speed selection of Member States applied in the 1985 exercise. 
V/.1.1.2  Accountingfor Vehicle A~ 
The  emissions  of  vehicles  have  changed  over  time,  mainly  due  to  regulatory 
requirements. The composition of the 1990 national fleets differs because the evolution 
of national fleets  and  their replacement rates vary  from  one country  to the other. 
Therefore, in a  second step, it is proposed to use the following equation in order to 
calculate emission factors representative of the national 1990 fleet:  -
ehot,1990;ij,k  = .  ~ sj,g · ehot;ij,k,g 
with: 
(15) LA.T  22  EnviCon 
ehot,l990;iJ,k  =  representative 1990 emission factor of vehicle category j for pollutant i, 
operated on road class k 
aj,g 
~,g --
~aj,g 
for periods of legal or of technological conformity g with: 
(16) 
a:  = number of vehicles of category j produced within the period of legal or  -J,g 
technological conformity g (only vehicles < 2.5 tonnes) 
The application of this equation requires detailed knowledge of the composition of the 
national fleet with regard to age and cylinder capacity. 
As mentioned above,  the study analyzed  with great care available  emission data of 
individual vehicle  tests.  They were derived by  grouping  all  available  measurements 
carried out with on-road vehicles into periods of legal or technical conformity. In total, 
about 1,500 vehicles test data have been evaluated. As far as possible, only data obtained 
in transient mode test cycles  were used.  Only for high  speed driving (80  km/h and 
more), data obtained under conditions of steady driving were taken into account as well. 
Vl.1.2.  Diesel Passenger Cars <2.5 Tonnes 
In comparison to the 1985  situation, the number of measured data on emissions of 
passenger cars <2.5 tonnes could be enlarged substantially (CCMC 1989, Joumard 1990, 
Gorissen 1990, 1991, Hassel et al.1987, Pattas et al.1985,  Rijkeboer et al.  1989, 1990). It 
is therefore possible to differentiate between cylinder capacities and to present speed 
dependent emission factors (see Figures VI.1.2-1 to -5 and Table Vl.1.2-1 ). It should be 
mentioned that apart from other parameters, the emission factors, in particular those 
for VOCs and particulates can vary substantially, depending on fuel quality and state of 
maintenance. It is up to national experts to correct, if necessary, the factors given in 
order to take such influences into account. 
VI.1.3  LPG Passenger Cars < 2.5 Tonnes 
As in the case of gasoline and diesel passenger cars < 2.5  tonnes, emission factors are 
provided for LPG fuelled cars (J  oumard 1990, TNO 1980), see Figures VI.1.3-1 to -3 and 
Table VI.1.3-1. It should be mentioned that the given emission factors are valid for well-
adjusted .engines,  otherwise they· are the same order of magnitude of those valid for 
gasoline vehicles <  2.5 tonnes. LA.T  23  EnviCon 
Vl.1.4  Gasoline Two-Stroke Passenger Cars 
Few measured data are available (Appel et al.  1989, Jileh 1991, Pattas et al.  1983) which 
have been used to derive emission factors for urban, rural and highway driving for two-
stroke gasoline powered cars. 
The emission factors are given in Table VI.1.4-l. They  are relevant mainly for some 
Eastern European countries (and to some extent for the F.R.Germany). However, it 
should be noted that due to the limited knowledge  of the authors about the actual 
driving behaviour in Eastern European countries (e.g. average speed on urban and rural 
roads and on highways) and the limited number of test data, the emission factors are 
less reliable than, for example, those given for other gasoline passenger cars. 
VI.1.5  Gasoline Light Duty Vehicles 
Light duty vehicles have been newly introduced into the vehicle category split for the 
1990  inventory.  They are defined by  UN-ECE under categories N 1;  some of them, 
however, may also fall under category M 1 because in some countries passenger cars are 
operated as light duty vehicles for tax reasons. Therefore, attention has to be paid to the 
correct allocation of  vehicle numbers. 
The emission factors for gasoline light duty vehicles are given in Table VI.1.5-l. They 
are based on data of TNO, Greece and CCMC (Heaton et al.  1991, Kyriakis et al. 1991, 
CCMC 1989 respectively). 
VI.1.6  Diesel Light Duty Vehicles 
The category of light duty vehicles is similar to the one described in VI.1.5.  Here, as 
well, attention has to be paid to allocate vehicles correctly because many of the small 
light duty trucks are in fact very similar to passenger cars and are operated with engines 
also used in passenger cars. As in the case of gasoline light duty vehicles, these vehicles 
should better be added to the passenger car fleet. Table VI.1.6-1 displays the emission 
factors proposed which have been derived from  the same data sources as those for 
gasoline powered light duty vehicles. 
VI.1.7  Heayy Duty Gasoline Vehicles >3.5 Tonnes 
The wodcing  group  believ~ that heavy  duty  gasoline vehicles  >  3.5  tonnes  play  a 
negligible role in European emissions from road traffic. However, since the group is not 
sure about that, emission factors derived from an extrapolation of results from smaller 
vehicles are presented in Table VI.1.7-1. L.A.T  24  En  vi  Con 
VI.1.8  Heayy Duty Diesel Vehicles 3.5-16 Tonnes 
In comparison to  1985  (Hassel  1983,  Umweltbundesamt  1988),  additional  data  are 
available on emissions from heavy duty vehicles (Eggleston 1991a). However, they are 
still not detailed enough to take into account all relevant parameters, e.g. different types 
of engines.  Table VI.1.8-1  displays  the proposed factors,  which  for  some pollutants 
deviate significantly from those given in the 1985 report. However, there is still some 
uncertainty with  the data,  because  recently  measured values  show  somewhat lower 
emission factors for vehicles put on the market after about 1986  (Umweltbundesamt 
1991). It should be  mentioned that the cut-off point of 16  tonnes GVW is somewhat 
arbitrary. The values given may apply for a  range of 12-18  tonnes GVW. It is up to 
Member States to select the appropriate cut-off point. 
VI.1.9  Heayy Duty Diesel Vehicles >  16 Tonnes 
The situation with regard to diesel vehicles > 16 tonnes G VW is the same as the one for 
vehicles < 16 tonnes (see above). Table VI.1.9-1 shows the emission factors proposed. 
VI.1.10  Two Wheelers 
As in 1985, two wheelers have been differentiated further into two classes: motor cycles 
<50cm3 cylinder capacity (two stroke only) and motor cycles  >50cm3 cylinder capacity. 
Moreover, it has shown worthwhile to distinguish for the second group between two 
stroke  and  four  stroke  engines.  While  mopeds  are  driven  under  "urban"  driving 
conditions only, motor cycles are also used for "rural" and "highway" driving. However, 
the  emission  data  base  for  these  two  modes  is  quite  small,  so  that  no  detailed 
breakdown into the three road types can be provided. Therefore, based on relatively 
rough assumptions, the values available for urban driving (Hartung et al. 1991, Gaudioso 
1991, Pattas 1985, 1NO 1988, EMPA) were somewhat corrected in order to take rural 
and  highway  driving  into  account.  Table  VI.1.10-1  displays  the  emission  factors 
proposed. The expert group considers these values as relatively unreliable because they 
are to a large extent based on measurements taken under unrealistic driving conditions. 
However, it is believed that they nevertheless provide a starting point for the estimation 
work. 
VI.2  Emission Factors for Cold Starts 
Due to-the lack of measured data, the methodology outlined in chapter V.2 cannot be 
fully applied to all vehicle categories. Cold start extra emissions are estimated separately 
for all types of passenger cars and light duty vehicles. For the other vehicle categories it 
is still not possible to provide emission factors.  Since cold  start emissions are quite 
sensitive to ambient temperatures, the estimates are made on a monthly basis (J  oumard 
1991). LA.T  25  EnviCon 
VI.2.1  Conventional Gasoline Passen&er Cars 
All  non-closed  loop  3-way  catalyst  equipped vehicles  belong  to  this  category.  The 
application of the methodology which was outlined in chapter V.2.  requires values for 
the parameter p (cold  mileage  percentage)  and  the ratio  eooldjehot.  Table  VI.2.1-1 
provides estimates for p. It should be mentioned that this table applies to all vehicle 
categories considered. Table VI.2.1-2 provides estimates for eooldjehot. Both tables have 
been derived from French, German, Dutch and English measurements and are identical 
to those of the 1985 report (Delsey 1980, Vallet et al.  1982, Andre et al.  1987, Potter et 
al.  1983, Hassel et al.  1987, Joumard et al.  1990,  Rijkeboer et al.  1989). For application 
of Table VI.2.1-1, Member States have to determine a value for the average trip length. 
Since some countries may not have appropriate statistics, Table VI.2.1-3 shows values 
taken by EC Member States in the 1985 project. 
VI.2.2  Closed Loop 3-Way Catalyst Gasoline Passen~er  Cars 
For closed loop 3-way catalyst gasoline passenger cars the extra cold start emissions 
differ significantly from those of conventional gasoline cars (Rijkeboer et al. 1989, AQA 
1990,  Laurriko  et al.  1987).  The  methodology  as  such,  however,  does not require 
modifications (at least as long as no further measurements are available). Table VI.2.2-1 
provides an overview of the cold start emission factors. 
VI.2.3  Diesel Passenger Cars 
The relative  extra  emissions  of diesel  passenger  cars  are  shown  in Table  VI.2.3-1 
(Joumard 1990, Gorissen 1990). 
VI.2.4  LPG Passenger Cars 
For LPG passenger cars the available data base is very small (AQA 1990, Hauger et al. 
1991). It was therefore decided to provide a  temperature dependent emission factor, 
assuming that the cold start behaviour of these cars is similar to that of conventional 
gasoline vehicles (Table VI.2.4-1 ). 
VI.2.5  Light Dufl Vehicles 
Due to the lack of better data, gasoline and diesel light ~uty vehicles are treated in the 
same way as the corresponding passenger cars. This implies that .the vehicle usage data 
for  passenger cars  are  also  applied  for  light  duty  vehicles.  However,  it should  be 
underlined  that this is a  very  rough  approach,  which  was  chosen  only because the 
working group considered as more appropriate to allocate some cold start emissions to 
this category rather than to neglect them. L.A.T  26  EnviCon 
VI.3  Emission Factors for Evaporative Emissions 
Due to the lack  of data,  evaporative emissions  can be  estimated only  for  gasoline 
passenger  cars,  light  duty  vehicles  and  two  wheelers.  However,  only  for  gasoline 
passenger cars, the methodology outlined in chapter V.3 can be fully applied. For the 
other  two  vehicle  categories  simplifications  have  to  be  made.  Since  evaporative 
emissions are very sensitive to temperature, the estimates are made on a monthly basis. 
VI.3.1  Gasoline Passenger Cars 
The evaporative losses depend  on the technology  used,  the fuel  properties and  the 
average ambient temperatures. The basic emission factors, which are necessary to apply 
the methodology proposed in chapter V.3,  are listed in Table VI.3.1-1 for uncontrolled 
and controlled vehicles (based mainly on Concawe 1987,  1990, Eggleston 1991b, Heine 
1987, US EPA 1990). However, it should be mentioned that the working group considers 
the data base as still as far too small, so that the reliability of the estimates obtained 
when using the emission factors is not very satisfactory. 
The application of the proposed methodology requires detailed knowledge of driving 
behaviour and vehicle park composition. In order to help those Member States which 
have no, or only little, information about these input parameters, some data estimated 
in some EC counties are given in Table VI.3.1-2. 
VI.3.2  Li&}tt Duty Vehicles 
For estimating evaporative  emissions  of this  category,  all  vehicles  are treated  like 
uncontrolled gasoline passenger cars with regard to emission factors and driving pattern. 
As in the case of cold start emissions, this is a drastic simplification, because it implies 
the assumption that light duty vehicles are used in the same way as passenger cars. 
VI.3.3  Two Wheelers 
For estimating evaporative emissions of two wheelers, they are treated like uncontrolled 
gasoline passenger cars with regard to the driving pattern. Due to the smaller fuel tanks 
of two wheelers, it is assumed that the emissions are 0.2 times those of passenger cars 
for motor cycles <50 cc and 0.4 times those of passenger cars for motor cycles  >50 cc. 
Again this approach bas to be considered as a drastic simplification, which has been 
_chosen only bec3:use the required data are no~ available.  · 
VI.4  Methane Emissions 
Methane emission factors could be derived from the literature for all types of vehicles 
(Bailey et al.  1989,  Volkswagen  1989,  OECD 1991,  Zajontz et al.  1991). It should be 
reminded  that  non  methane  VOC  emissions  are  produced  by  deducting  the  CH4 LA.T  27  En  vi  Con 
emissions from total VOC. Table VI.4-1 provides an ovetview of CH4 emission factors. 
Additional cold start emissions are not taken into account separately but are assumed to 
be included in the bulk emission factors. 
VI.5  Nitrous Oxide Emissions 
Emission factors for N20  are roughly estimated on the basis of literature review for all 
vehicle categories (Pringent et aL  1989,  Perby 1990,  de Reydellet  1990,  Potter 1990, 
OECD 1991,  Zajontz et al.  1991). Again these data are still quite unreliable and need 
further confirmation by measurements. Cold start emissions are not taken into account 
separately but are assumed to be already incorporated in the bulk emission factors. The 
emission factors are shown in Table VI.S-1. 
VI.6  Carbon Dioxide Emissions 
The emissions of C02  are estimated  on the basis  of fuel  consumption,  taking into-
account other emissions of C atoms in the form of CO, VOC and particulate emissions. 
The following formula is applied(l): 
with 
mass of C02 = 44,011 (mass offuel/(12,011 + 1,008 · ra;c) 
-mass ofC0/28,011- mass ofVOC/13.85 
-mass of particulates/12,011) 
(17) 
rH/C  =  the ratio of hydrogen to carbon atoms in the fuel ( -1.8 for gasoline and 
-2.0 for diesel) 
VI.  7  Sulphur Dioxide Emissions 
The  emissions  of so2  are  estimated  by  assuming  that  all  sulphur  in  the  fuel  is 
transformed completely into so2 using the formula: 
(18) 
with 
ks,t  =  weight related sulphur content of fuel of  type 1  [kg/kg] 
bj,l  =  total annual consumption of fuel of type 1 in [kg] by vehicles of category j 
operated in 1990. For the actual bj,l the calculated fuel consumption is 
taken. 
(1) The calculated emissions differ from those measured in the exhaust gas when applying this formula. LA.T  28  EnviCon 
VI.8  Ammonia Emissions 
For estimating ammonia emissions average emission factors are given for conventional 
and closed loop gasoline passenger cars and light duty vehicles and diesel passenger cars 
and light duty vehicles, related to the total annual kilometres driven. 
These emission factors are based on literature review only and should be considered as 
broad estimates (de Reydellet 1990, Volkswagen 1989). Table VI.8-1 shows the emission 
factors proposed. Appropriate emission factors for other vehicle categories could not be 
found. 
VI.9  Lead Emissions 
Emissions of lead are estimated by assuming that 75% of lead contained in the fuel is 
emitted into air (Hassel et al.  1987). It should be mentioned that the exact source of the 
75% assumption could not be identified, however, over the years the factor has become 
a commonly accepted constant. The formula used is: 
(19) 
with 
kPb  =  weight related lead content of gasoline in [kg/kg] 
bj  =  total annual consumption of gasoline in [kg]  by vehicles of category j 
operated in 1990 
For the actual figure ofbj the statistical fuel consumption should be taken. 
VI.lO Emissions of Off-Road Vehicles 
Only very few data could be found in the available literature on emissions of off-road 
vehicles (OECD 1991). Moreover, statistics on how these vehicles are used are in most 
cases unavailable. In fact only in some countries and for some of the off-road vehicles 
total fuel consumption figures could be found. It  was therefore decided to simplify the 
methodology  for  this  category  drastically  by  providing broadly  estimated  total fuel 
consumption related emission factors only. Table VI.10-1 provides an overview of these 
proposed emission factors. 
VII  GAPS IN KNOWLEDGE AND OU1LOOK 
The work on emission factors for traffic revealed once more that knowledge of these 
emissions is far from complete. The group therefore decided to list those points for 
which the gaps in knowledge seem to be most striking in order to encourage national LA.T  29  En  vi Con 
administrations responsible for  the emission inventory work,  to carry out additional 
studies. 
In particular the following points require further attention: 
i)  emission factors for heavy duty vehicles and motor cycles; 
ii)  definition of realistic transient driving modes for all vehicle categories, but in 
particular for heavy duty vehicles and motor cycles; 
ill)  description  of driving behaviour  (statistical  data),  e.g.  average  mileage  per 
vehicle, number of trips per day, average trip length and so on; 
iv)  correction  factors  for  local  particularities,  e.g.  mountain  regions,  climatic 
particularities, local speed profiles; 
v)  quantitative determination of parameters relevant to evaporative emissions, 
e.g. fuel properties (Reid vapour pre8sure  ); 
vi)  evaporative emission factors for all vehicle categories; 
vii)  cold start emissions for all vehicle categories; 
viii)  independent  estimations,  e.g.  nationwide  surveys,  of total  annual  mileage 
driven on the three road classes by each of the vehicle categories; 
ix)  methodology and statistical input for estimating the spatial allocation of  vehicle 
emissions; 
x)  other pollutants (P  AH, benzene) 
Since the list  of tasks is long and not everything can be  done at once,  Table Vll-1 
provides  qualitative  indications  of  the  "precision"  which  can  be  allocated  to  the 
calculation of the individual emissions. The table is based on subjective estimates of the 
working group members. It should be mentioned that only where the indicator '1' is 
given the emission estimate is considered to be of satisfactory quantity (i.e. based on 
statistically significant number of measurements). 
Moreover, it should be mentioned that the estimation of emissions from road traffic 
might be,  more than  in the case  of other source categories,  a  task which  requires 
permanent updating. This is due to the relatively large and rapid changes in this sector 
over short time periods, e.g.  the turnover  ~of fleets is rather short, legislation changes 
quickly,  the number of vehicles increases steadily and so on. These changes not only 
require the continuation of the work on emission factors, but also the adaptation of the 
methodology. 
Above all, there are additional requirements of scientists, e.g. modelers, concerning the 
description of emissions in time, space and composition. The group got the impression LA.T  30  En  vi Con 
that these tasks can only be accomplished if  the work on emission estimates for road 
traffic is enlarged and becomes a permanent topic in all Member States. 
Finally,  for  many  reasons,  but in particular for  the development of an efficient air 
pollution  policy,  the  group  is  of the  opinion  that  work  on  EC  wide  estimation 
techniques for the prediction of future emissions should be continued (Samaras et al. 
1991b). 
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Motor Vehicle  Categories as defined by  CORINAIR (Nomenclature 
Version of December 1991) 
Road Transport 
7.1  PASSENGER CARS 
7.1.1  HIGHWAYDRIVING 
7.1.2  RURALDRIVING 
7.1.3  URBAN DRIVING 
7.2  LIGHT DUTY VEHICLES <3.5 T 
7.2.1  IDGHWAYDRIVING 
7.2.2  RURAL DRIVING 
7.2.3  URBAN DRIVING 
7.3  HEAVYDUTYVEIDCLES >3.5T 
7.3.1  HIGHWAYDRIVING 
7.3.2  RURAL DRIVING 
7.3.3  URBAN DRIVING 
7.4  MOPEDS AND MOTORCYCLES <50 CM3 
7.4  MOTORCYCLES > 50 CM3 
7.4.1  HIGHWAYDRIVING 
7.4.2  RURAL DRIVING 
7.4.3  URBAN DRIVING 
7.5  GASOLINE EVAPORATION FROM CARS LA.T  38 
Table ill-1:  Revised Vehicle Category Split 
PASSENGER CARS 
1 Gasoline < 1.4 l 
PREECE 
ECE 15/00-01 
ECE 15/02 
ECE 15/03 
ECE 15/04 
Improved Conventional 
Open Loop 
Closed Loop 
2 Gasoline 1.4 - 2.0 l 
PREECE 
ECE 15/00-01 
ECE 15/02 
ECE 15/03 
ECE 15/04 
Improved Conventional 
Open Loop 
Closed Loop 
3 Gasoline > 2.0 l 
PREECE 
ECE 15/00-01 
ECE 15/02 
ECE 15/03 
ECE 15/04 
Closed Loop 
4 Diesel 
cc < 2.01 
cc > 2.01 
5LPG 
EnviCon 
6 Two Stroke Gasoline Vehicles 
7 LIGHT DUTY VEIDCLES 
Gasoline 
Diesel 
8 HEAVY DUTY VBIDCLES 
Gasoline Veh. > 3.5 t 
Diesel Veh. 3.5- 16 t 
Diesel Veh. > 16 t 
9 MOTORCYCLES 
<50 cm"3 
> 50 cm"3  2 stroke 
> 50 cm"3  4 stroke 
10 OFF- ROAD VEIDCLES 
Agriculture 
Forestry 
Industry 
Military LA.T  39  En  vi Con 
Table ill-2:  Classification of Vehicles according to UN-ECE 
CATEGORY L:  MOTOR VEIDCLES WITH LESS THAN FOUR WHEElS 
CATEGORY Ll:  TwO-WHELLED VEHICLES WITH AN ENGINE CYLINDER CAPACITY NOT 
EXCEEDING 50  CC AND A MAXIMUM DESIGN SPEED NOT EXCEEDING 40 
KM/H. 
CATEGORYL2:  1HREE-WHEELED  VEIDCLES  WITH  AN  ENGINE ·CYLINDER  CAPACITY 
NOT EXCEEDING 50 CC AND A MAXIMUM DESIGN SPEED NOT EXCEEDING 
40KM/H. 
CATEGORY 1..3:  TwO-WHEELED  VEHICLES  WITH  AN  ENGINE  CYLINDER  CAPACITY 
EXCEEDING 50 CC OR A DESIGN SPEED EXCEEDING 40 KM/H. 
CATEGORYL4:  VEIDCLES  WITH  THREE  WHEELS  ASYMMETRICALLY  ARRANGED  lN 
RElATION  TO  THE  LONGITUDINAL  MEDIAN  AXIS,  WITH  AN  ENGINE 
CYLINDER CAPACITY EXCEEDlNG 50 CC OR A DESIGN SPEED EXCEEDlNG 
40 KM/H (MOTOR CYCLES wrm SIDECAR). 
CATEGORYLS:  VEHICLES  WITH  THREE  WHEELS  SYMMETRICALLY  ARRANGED  IN 
RElATION TO  THE  LONGITUDINAL  MEDIAN  AXIS,  WITH  A  MAXIMUM 
WEIGHT NOT EXCEEDING 1,000  KG  AND EITHER AN ENGINE CYLINDER 
CAPACITY EXCEEDING 50 CC OR A DESIGN SPEED EXCEEDING 40 KM/H 
(MOTOR CYCLES wrm SIDECAR}. 
CATEGORYM:  POWER  DRIVEN  VEHICLES  HAVING  AT  LEAST  FOUR  WHEElS  OR 
HAVING  THREE  WHEELS  WHEN  THE  MAXIMUM  WEIGHT  EXCEEDS  1 
METRIC TON, AND USED FOR THE CARRIAGE OF PASSENGERS 
CATEGORY Ml:  VEIDCLES USED FOR THE CARRIAGE OF PASSENGERS AND COMPRISING 
NOT MORE 1HAN EIGHT SEATS IN ADDIDON TO THE DRIVER'S SEAT. 
CATEGORY M2:  VEIDCLES USED FOR THE CARRIAGE OF PASSENGERS AND COMPRISING 
MORE THAN  EIGHT SEATS  IN ADDmON TO THE DRIVER'S SEAT,  AND 
HAVING A MAXIMUM WEIGHT NOT EXCEEDING 5 METRIC TONNES. 
CATEGORY M3:  VEIDCLES USED FOR THE CARRIAGE OF PASSENGERS AND COMPRISlNG 
MORE THAN EIGHT SEATS  IN ADDmON TO THE  DRIVER'S SEAT,  AND 
HAVING A MAXIMUM WEIGHT EXCEEDING 5 METRIC TONNES. 
CATEGORY N:  POWER-DRIVEN  VEHICLES  HAVING  AT  LEASf  FOUR  WHEElS  OR 
HAVING  THREE  WHEELS  WHEN  THE  MAXIMUM  WEIGHT  EXCEEDS  1 
METRIC TON, AND USED FOR  THE CARRIAGE OF GOODS 
CATEGORYNl:  VEIDCLES  USED  FOR  THE  CARRIAGE  OF  GOODS  AND  HAVING  A 
MAXIMUM WEIGHT NOT EXCEEDING 3.5 METRIC TONNES. 
-CATEGORYN2:  VEHICLES  USED -FOR  THE  CA.RliiAGE  OF  GOODS  AND  HAVING  A 
MAXIMUM  WEIGHT  EXCEEDING  3.5  BUI' NOT EXCEEDING  12  METRIC 
TONNES. 
CATEGORYN3:  VEJDCLES  USED  FOR  THE  CARRIAGE  OF  GOODS  AND  HAVING  A 
MAXIMUM WEIGHT EXCEEDING 12 METRIC TONNES. LA.T  40  EnviCon 
Table IV.4-1:  Summary  of Calculation  Methods  applied  for  the  different  Vehicle 
Categories and Pollutants (for explanation of the indicators used  see 
chapter V.4) 
I  Pollutant  jFuel 
I  I  INM  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
vehicle category  INOx  jCOIVOCICH4  IPMIN20  INH3  IS02  I  C02  IPbiFC 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
Gasoline  PC  <  1.4 l,PRE-ECE  lA  I  AI  A I  c  -I  c  I  D  I  D  I  D  I  Dl  A 
EC$  15/00-01  I  A  I  AI  A I  c  -I  c  I  D  I  D  I  D  I  Dl  A 
ECE  15/02  I  A  I  AI  A  I  c  -1  c  I  D  I  D  I  D  I  Dl  A 
ECE  15/03  I  A  I  AI  A  I  c  -1  c  I  D  I  D  I  D  I  Dl  A 
ECE  15/04  I A  I  AI  A  I  c  -1  c  I  D  I  D  I  D  I  Dl  A 
improved  conventional  I  A  I AI  A  I  c  -I  c  I  D  I  D  I  D  I  Dl  A 
open  loop  I A  I  AI  A I c  -I  c  I  D  I  D  I  D  I  Dl  A 
closed loop  I A  I  AI  A  I  c  -I  c  I  D  I  D  I  D  I  Dl  A 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
Gasoline  PC  1.4-2.0l,PRE-ECEI  A  I  AI  A  c  -I  c  I  D  I  D  I  D  I  Dl  A 
ECE  15/00-01  I A  I AI  A  c  -I c  I  D  I  D  I D  I  Dl  A 
ECE  15/02.  I A  I  AI  A  c  -1  c  I  D  I  D  I  D  I  Dl  A 
ECE  15/03  I  A  I  AI  A  c  -1  c  I  D  I  D  I D  I  Dl  A 
ECE  15/04  I A  I  AI  A  c  -I  c  I  D  I  D  I  D  I  Dl  A 
improved  conventional  I  A  I  AI  A  c  -I  c  I  D  I  D  I  D  I  Dl  A 
open  loop  I  A  I  AI  A  c  I -1  c  I  D  I  D  I D  I  Dl  A 
closed loop  I  A  I  AI  A  c  I -1  c  I  D  I  D  I  D  I  Dl  A 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
Gasoline  PC  >  2.0  l,PRE-ECE  lA  I  AI  A  c  I  -1  c  I  D  D  I D  I  Dl  A 
ECE  15/00-01  lA  I  AI  A  c  I -1  c  I  D  D  I  D  I  Dl  A 
ECE  15/02  I  A  I  AI  A  c  I -1  c  I  D  D  I  D  I  Dl  A 
ECE  15/03  I A  I  AI  A  c  I  -1  c  I  D  D  I  D  I  Dl  A 
ECE  15/04  I  A  I  AI  A  c  I -1  c  I  D  D  I  D  I  Dl  A 
open  loop  I A  I  AI  A  c  I  -1  c  I  D  D  I  D  I  Dj  A 
closed loop  I A  I  AI  A I  c  I  -1  c  I  D  D  I  D  I  Dl  A 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
Diesel  PC  <  2.0 1  I  B  I  Bl  B  I  c  I  Bl  c  I  D  D  I D  I  Dl  B 
PC  >  2.0 1  I  B  I  Bl  B  I  c  I  Bl  c  I  D  D  I  D  I  Dl  B 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
LPG  PC  I  B  I  Bl  B 1- I -1- 1- 1- I  D  I -1  B 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
2-stroke  PC  I  c  I  Cl  c  I  c  I -1  c  I  D  I  D  I  D  I  Dl  c LA.T  41  En  vi  Con 
Table IV.4-1 (cont.):  Summary  of  Calculation  Methods  applied  for  the  different 
Vehicle  Categories  and  Pollutants  (for  explanation  of  the 
indicators used see chapter V.4) 
I  Pollutant  !Fuel 
I  I  INM  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
vehicle category  INO:x:  jCOIVOCICH4  jPMjNzO  INH3  ISOz  jCOz  IPbiFC 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
Gasoline  LDV  I  c  I  Cl  c  I  c  I  -1  c  I  D  D  D  I  Dl  c 
Diesel  LDV  I  c  I  Cl  c  I  c  I  Cl  c  I  D  D  D  I  -1  c 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I. 
Gasoline  HDV  I  c  I  Cl  c  I  c  I  -1  D  I  D  D  D  I  Dl  c 
Diesel  HDV  3.5-16  t  I  c  I  Cl  c  I  c  I  Cl  D  I  D  D  D  I  -1  c 
>  16  t  I  c  I  Cl  c  I  c  I  Cl  D  I  D  D  D  I -1  c 
TW  <  50  cc  I  D  Dl  D I  D  I -1- 1- D  D  I  Dl  D 
>  50  cc,2-Strokel  D  Dj  D  I  D  I  -1  - 1- D  D  I  Dl  D 
>  50  cc,4-Strokel  D  Dl  D I  D  I  -1  - 1- D  D  I  Dl  D 
Evaporation  PC  conventional  1- I -1  AI- I  -1  - 1- - - I  -1  -
PC  closed  loop  1- I -1  A 1- I  -1  - 1- - - I  -1  -
LDV  1- I  -1  c  1- I -1- 1- - - I  -1  -
TW  <  50  cc  1- I  -1  D I - I -1- 1- - - I -1  -
TW  >  50  cc,  2-S  1- I  -1  D I - I -1  - 1- - - I -1  -
TW  >  50  cc,  4-S  1- I  -1  D I - I -1- 1- - - I -1  -
Cold  Start  PC  conventional  I  A  I  AI  A 1- I -1  - 1- 1- A  I  AI  A 
PC  closed  loop  I A  I  AI  A 1- I  -1  - 1- 1- A  I AI  A 
Diesel  PC  lA  I  AI  AI- I  AI  - 1- 1- A  I  -1  A 
PC-LPG  I  B  I  Bl  B  I  - I  -1  - 1- 1- B  I  -1  B 
Gasoline  LDV  I  c  I  Cl  c  I - I -1  - 1- 1- c  I  Cl  c 
Diesel  LDV  I  c  I  Cj  c  I - I  Cl  - 1- 1- c  I  -1  c 
Off  Road  Agriculture  I  D  Dj  D  I  D  I  Dl  D  I  D  I  D  I  D  I -1  D 
Forestry  I  D  Dl  D I  D  I  Dl  D  I  D  I  D  I  D  I  -1  D 
Industry  I  D  Dl  D I  D  I  Dl  D  I  D  I  D  I  D  I  -1  D 
Military  I  D  Dl  D I  D  I  Dl  D  I  D  I  D  I  D  I -1  D L.A.T  42  En  vi  Con 
Table V.1.1-1:  Examples of Estimated Share of Mileage (in %)  Driven by Different 
Gasoline Vehicles  <2.5  t  on Different Road Classes  as  used by  EC 
Member States in COPERT 85 
< 1.41  26.92  48.88  24.20 
B  1.4-2.0 1  26.92  48.88  24.20 
> 2.01  26.92  48.88  24.20 
< 1.41  30.90  43.60  25.50 
D  1.4- 2.01  30.90  43.60  25.50 
> 2.01  30.90  43.60  25.50 
< 1.41  50.00  40.00  10.00 
DK  1.4- 2.0 1  50.00  40.00  10.00 
> 2.01  50.00  40.00  10.00 
< 1.41  37.72  39.51  22.77 
E  1.4- 2.0 1  37.72  39.51  22.77 
> 2.01  37.72  39.51  22.77 
< 1.41  40.00  50.00  10.00 
F  1.4- 2.01  40.00  50.00  10.00 
> 2.01  40.00  50.00  10.00 
< 1.41  44.00  42.00  14.00 
GR  1.4-2.01  44.00  42.00  14.00 
> 2.01  44.00  42.00  14.00 
< 1.41  54.00  41.00  5.00 
I  1.4-2.01  33.00  58.00  9.00 
> 2.01  20.00  60.00  20.00 
< 1.41  25.00  55.00  20.00 
IRL  1.4-2.0 l  25.00  55.00  20.00 
> 2.01  25.00  55.00  20.00 
< 1.41  45.00  35.00  20.00 
L  1.4-2.01  45.00  35.00  20.00 
> 2.01  45.00  35.00  20.00 
< 1.41  32.70  38.00  29.30 
NL  1.4-2.01  32.70  38.00  29.30 
> 2.01  32.70  38.00  29.30 
< 1.41  44.00  56.00 
p  1.4-2.01  44.00  56.00 
> 2.01  44.00  56.00 
< 1.41  46.60  41.30  12.10 
UK  1.4-2.01  46.60  41.30  12.10 
> 2.01  46.60  41.30  12.10 LAT  43  EnviCon 
Table VI.1.1-1:  Speed Dependency of CO Emission Factors for Gasoline Vehicles <2.5t 
PREECE  ALL CATEGORIES  10-100  281 *V"(-0.630)  0.924 
ALL CATEGORIES  100-130  0.112*V+4.32 
ECE 15-00/01  ALL CATEGORIES  10-50  313*V"(  -0.760)  0.898 
ALL CATEGORIES  50-130  27.22-0.406*V +0.0032*V"2  0.158 
ECE 15-02  ALL CATEGORIES  10-60  300*V"(  -0.797)  0.747 
ALL CATEGORIES  60-130  26.260-0.440*V + 0.0026*V"2  0.102 
ECE 15-03  ALL CATEGORIES  10-20  161.36-45.62*ln(V)  0.790 
ALL CATEGORJES  20-130  37.92-0.680*V + 0.00377*V"2  0.247 
ECE 15-04  ALL CATEGORIES  10-60  260.788*VA(  -0.910)  0.825 
ALL CATEGORIES  60-130  14.653-0.220*V + 0.001163*V"2  0.613 
IMPROVED  cc < 1.41  10-130  14.577-0.294*V  +0.002478*V~  0.781 
CONVENTIONAL  1.41 < cc < 2.0 1  10-130  8.273-0.151 *V  + 0.000957*V"2  0.767 
OPEN LOOP  cc < 1.41  10-130  17.882-0.377*V + 0.002825*V~  0.656 
1.4 1 < cc < 2.0 1  10-130  9.446-0.230*V +  0.002029*V"2  0.719 
CLOSED LOOP  ALL CATEGORIES  10-130  2.913-0.085*V + 0.000873*V"2  0.7 
V : Average speed expressed in km/h 
R2: Correlation coefficient L.A.T  44  EnviCon 
Table VI.l.l-2:  Speed  Dependency of VOC Emission Factors for  Gasoline Vehicles 
<2.5 t 
PREECE  ALL CATEGORIES  10-100  30.34*V"'(  -0.693) 
ALL CATEGORIES  100-130  1.247 
ECE 15-00/01  ALL CATEGORIES  10-50  24.99*V"'(  -0.704) 
ALL CATEGORIES  50-130  4.85*V"' 
ECE 15-02/03  ALL CA  1EGORIES  10-60  25.75*V"'(-0.714) 
ALL CA1EGORIES  60-130  1.95-0.019*V + 0.00009*V"'2 
ECE 15-04  ALL CATEGORIES  10-60  19 .079*V"'(  -0.693) 
ALL CATEGORIES  60-130  2.608-0.037*V + 0.000179*V"'2 
IMPROVED  cc < 1.41  10-130  2.189-0.034 *V + 0.000201 *V-"2 
CONVENTIONAL  1.4 1 < cc < 2.0 1  10-130  1.999-0.034*V +0.000214*V"'2 
OPEN LOOP  cc < 1.41  10-130  2.185-0.0423*V + 0.000256*V"'2 
1.41 < cc < 2.01  10-130  0.808-0.016*V +0.000099*V"'2 
CLOSED LOOP  ALL CATEGORIES  10-130  0.165-0.002*V + 0.0000 19*V"'2 
V: Average speed expressed in km/h 
R2: Correlation coefficient 
0.980 
0.901 
0.095 
0.895 
0.198 
0.838 
0.341 
0.766 
0.447 
0.636 
0.49 
0.092 LA.T  45  EnviCon 
Table VI.l.l-3: Speed Dependency of NOx Emission Factors for  Gasoline Vehicles 
<2.5 t 
PREECE  cc < 1.41  10-130  1.173 + 0.0225*V-0.00014*V"2  0.916 
ECE 15-00/01  1.4 1 < CC < 2.0 I  10-130  1.360 + 0.0217*V  -0.00004 *V"2  0.960 
cc > 2.01  10-130  1.5 + 0.03*V + 0.0001 *V"2  0.972 
cc < 1.41  10-130  1.479-0.0037*V + 0.00018*V"2  0.711 
ECE 15-02  1.4 1 < cc < 2.0 1  10-130  1.663-0.0038*¥  + 0.00020*V"2  0.839 
cc > 2.01  10-130  1.87-0.0039*V +  0.00022*V"2 
cc < 1.41  10-130  1.616-0.0084*V +0.00025*V"2  0.844 
ECE 15-03  1.4 1 < cc < 2.0 1  10-130  1.29 * exp(0.0099*V)  0.798 
cc > 2.01  10-130  2.784-0.0112*V +0.000294*¥"2  0.577 
cc < 1.41  10-130  1.432+ 0.003*V + 0.000097*V"'2  0.669 
ECE 15-04  1.41 < cc < 2.0 1  10-130  1.484 + 0.013 *V  +  0.000074 *V"2  0.722 
cc > 2.01  10-130  2.427-0.014*¥ +0.000266*V"2  0.803 
IMPROVED  cc < 1.41  10-130  -0.926 + 0. 719*ln(V)  0.883 
CONVENTIONAL  1.41 < cc < 2.0 1  10-130  1.387 + 0.0014 *V  + 0.000247*V"2  0.876 
OPEN LOOP  cc < 1.41  10-130  -0.921 +  0.616*ln(V)  0.791 
1.41 < cc < 2.0 1  10-130  -0.761+0.5  0.495 
CLOSED LOOP  ALL CATEGORIES  10-130  0.260-0.0036*V + 0.000061 *V"2  0.752 
V: Average speed expressed in km/h 
R2: Correlation coefficient L.A.T  46  EnviCon 
Table VI.l.l-4:  Speed Dependency of Fuel Consumption Factors for Gasoline Vehicles 
<2.5 t 
10-60  521 *V"(  -0.554) 
cc < 1.41  60-80  55 
80-130  0.386*V  +24.143 
10-60  681 *V"(  -0.583) 
PREECE  1.4 1 < cc < 2.0 1  60-80  67 
80-130  0.471 *V + 29.286 
10-60  979*V"(  -0.628) 
cc > 2.01  60-80  80 
80-130  0.414*V +46.867 
cc < 1.41  10-60  595*V"(  -0.63) 
60-130  95-1.324*V +0.0086*V"2 
ECE 15-00/01  1.4 I < CC < 2.0 1  10-60  864  *V"(  -0.69) 
60-130  59-0.407*V + 0.0042*V"2 
cc > 2.01  10-60  1236*V"(  -0.764) 
60-130  65-0.407*V + 0.0042*V"2 
cc < 1.41  10-50  544  *V"(  -0.63) 
50-130  85-1.108*V + 0.0077*V"2 
ECE 15-02/03  1.4 1 < CC < 2.0 I  10-50  879*V"(  -0.72) 
50-130  71-0.7032*V +0.0059*V"2 
cc > 2.01  10-50  1224*V"(  -0.756) 
50-130  111-1.333 *V  + 0.0093 *V"2 
cc < 1.41  10-25  296.7-80.21 *ln(V) 
25-130  81.1-1.014 *V  + 0.0068*V"2 
ECE 15-04  1.4 1 < cc < 2.0 1  10-60  606.1 *V"(  -0.667) 
60-130  102.5-1.364*V + 0.0086*V"2 
cc > 2.01  10-60  819.9*V"(  -0.663) 
60-130  41.7+0.122*V  +0.0016*V"2 
IMPROVED  cc < 1.4I  10-130  80.52-1.41 *V  +0.013*V"2 
CONVENTIONAL  1.4 I < CC < 2.0 l  10-130  111.0-2.031 *V  + 0.0 17*V"2 
OPEN LOOP  cc < 1.4I  10-130  85.55-1.383*V + 0.0117*V"2 
1.4 1 < cc < 2.0 1  10-130  109.6-1.98*V +0.0168*V"2 
cc < 1.41  10-130  82.4-1.278*V +0.0107*V"2 
CLOSED LOOP  1.4 1 < cc < 2.0 1  10-130  106.43-1.862*V +0.0156*V"2 
cc > 2.01  10-130  140.5-2.655*V  + 0.0223 *V"2 
V: Average speed expressed in km/h 
R2: Correlation coefficient. 
0.941 
0.936 
0.918 
0.951 
0.289 
0.974 
0.647 
0.976 
0.929 
0.641 
0.950 
0.830 
0.961 
0.847 
0.518 
0.760 
0.907 
0.927 
0.966 
0.650 
0.954 
0.994 
0.997 
0.997 
0.994 
0.994 
0.994 LA.T  47  EnviCon 
Table VI.l.l.1-1:  Examples of Vehicle Speed (in km/h) considered as  Representative 
for  the  Characterization  of  the  Driving  Behaviour  of  Gasoline 
Vehicles  <  2.5  t  on Different Road Classes as  used by  EC Member 
States in CO  PERT 85 
< 1.41  25  50  103 
B  1.4-2.01  25  50  105 
> 2.01  25  50  110 
< 1.41  37  75  106 
D  1.4- 2.01  37  75  116 
> 2.01  37  75  125 
< 1.41  30  60  90 
DK  1.4- 2.01  30  60  90 
> 2.01  30  60  90 
< 1.41  20  60  83 
E  1.4- 2.01  20  60  83 
> 2.01  20  60  83 
< 1.41  30  70  95 
F  1.4- 2.01  30  70  105 
> 2.01  30  70  115 
< 1.41  19  60  90 
GR  1.4-2.01  19  60  90 
> 2.01  19  60  90 
< 1.41  20  65  105 
I  1.4-2.01  20  65  115 
> 2.01  20  65  125 
< 1.41  30  50  85 
IRL  1.4-2.01  30  50  85 
> 2.01  30  50  85 
< 1.41  40  60  95 
L  1.4-2.01  40  60  95 
> 2.01  40  60  95 
< 1.41  25  60  100 
NL  1.4- 2.01  25  60  100 
> 2.01  25  60  100 
< 1.41  30  70 
p  1.4- 2.0 1  30  70 
> 2.01  30  70 
< 1.41  40  77  115 
UK  1.4-2.0 1  40  77  115 
> 2.0 l  40  77  115 L.A.T  48  EnviCon 
Table VI.1.2-1:  Speed Dependency of Emission Factors for Diesel Vehicles <2.5 t 
co  ALL CA1EGORIES  10-130  5.413*  0.745 
NOx  cc < 2.01  10-130  0.918-0.014 *V  +0.000101 *V"2  0.949 
"  cc > 2.01  10-130  1.331-0.018*V +0.000133*V"2  0.927 
voc  ALL CA1EGORIES  10-130  4.61*V"  0.794 
TPM  ALL CATEGORIES  10-130  0.45-0.0086*V + 0.000058*V"2  0.439 
FC  ALL CATEGORIES  10-130  118.489-2.084*V +0.014*V"2  0.583 
V: Average speed expressed in km/h 
R2: Correlation coefficient L.A.T  49  EnviCon 
Table V1.1.3-1:  Speed Dependency of Emission Factors for LPG Vehicles <2.5 t 
co  ALL CATEGORIES 
NOx  ALL CATEGORIES 
voc  .. ALL CATEGORIES 
FC  ALL CATEGORIES 
V: Average speed expressed in km/h 
R2: Correlation coefficient 
10-130 
10-130 
10-130 
URBAN 
RURAL 
HIGHWAY 
12.523-0.418*V  +0.0039*V~  0.893 
59 
45 
54 L.A.T  50 
Table VI.1.4-1:  Emission Factors for Gasoline Two-Stroke Vehicles <2.5 t 
URBAN 
RURAL 
HIGHWAY 
20.65 
7.50 
8.70 
0.30 
1.02 
0.72 
15.35 
7.20 
5.90 
EnviCon 
111.52 
66.00 
56.93 L.A.T  51 
Table VI.1.5-1:  Emission Factors for Gasoline Light Duty Vehicles <3.5 t 
URBAN 
RURAL 
HIGHWAY 
30.00 
15.00 
12.00 
3.00 
2.70 
3.20 
3.60 
1.70 
1.00 
EnviCon 
120.0 
67.5 
63.75 LA.T  52 
Table VI.l.6-1:  Emission Factors for Diesel Light Duty Vehicles <3.5 t 
URBAN  1.00 
RURAL  0.80 
HIGHWAY  0.60 
1.60 
1.20 
1.25 
0.40 
0.25 
0.13 
0.25 
0.25 
0.16 
106.25 
68.00 
63.75 
EnviCon LA.T  53 
Table VI.1.7-1:  Emission Factors for Heavy Duty Gasoline Vehicles >3.5 t 
URBAN 
RURAL 
IDGHWAY 
70.00 
55.00 
55.00 
4.50 
7.50 
7.50 
7.00 
5.50 
3.50 
EnviCon 
225 
150 
165 LA.T  54  EnviCon 
Table VI.1.8-1:  Emission Factors for Heavy Duty Diesel Vehicles 3.5-16 t(l) 
urban 
rural 
1?artic~t~(2) 
gfkgfuel 
(g/km) 
4.3 
(0.95) 
4.3 
(0.82) 
highway  4.3 
(0.66) 
C0(2)  VOC(2)  NOx(2) 
g/kg fuel  gfkg fuel  gfkg fuel 
(g/kin)  (g/km)  (g/km) 
82.8  12  38.5 
(18.8)  (2.75)  (8.7) 
38.6  4  39.1 
(7.3)  (0.76)  (7.4) 
27.1  4  38.9 
(4.2)  (0.6)  (6.0) 
FC 
1/100 km(3) 
(g/km) 
27.5 
(227) 
22.9 
(189) 
18.7 
(154) 
(1) The 16 tonne split is somewhat arbitraiy. Figures may apply for vehicles in the range of 12 to 18 tonnes. 
(2)  There are only very few data available; some test bench data recently measured (nine engines) indicate 
that vehicles put on the market after 1985 emit less (Umweltbundesamt 1991 ): 
Particulates:  2.9 gjkg fuel 
CO:  18.6 gfkg fuel 
VOC:  8.1 gfkg fuel 
NOx:  36.1 gjkg fuel 
irrespective of road type. 
(3)  Assumed density 0.825 kgjl L.A.T  55  EnviCon 
Table VI.1.9-1:  Emission Factors for Heavy Duty Diesel Vehicles> 16 t(1) 
urban 
rural 
Particulates(2) 
g/kgfuel 
(g/km) 
4.3 
(1.6) 
(1.4) 
4.3 
(1.4) 
(1.2) 
highway  4.3 
(1.25) 
(0.9) 
co<2>  vod2>  N0x<2> 
g/kg fuel  g/kg fuel  gfkg fuel 
(g/km)  (g/km)  (g/km) 
51.4 
(18.8) 
(17.0) 
22.2 
(7.3) 
(6.2) 
14.2 
(4.2) 
(3.0) 
16 
(5.8) 
(5.3) 
8 
(2.6) 
(2.2) 
8 
(2.3) 
(1.7) 
44.2 
(16.2) 
(16.5) 
45.2 
(14.8) 
(18.2) 
45.8 
(13.5) 
(13.9) 
FC 
1/100 km(3) 
(g/km) 
44.4 
(366) 
(Busses: 330) 
39.7 
(328) 
(Busses: 280) 
35.6 
(294) 
(Busses: 215) 
(1) The 16 tonne split is somewhat arbitrary. Figures may apply for vehicles in the range of 12 to 18 tonnes. 
(2)  There are only very few data available; some test bench data recently measured (six engines) indicate 
that vehicles put on the market after 1985  emit lesser particulates, CO and VOC, but somewhat more NOx 
(Umweltbundesamt 1991): 
Particulates:  2.1 g/kg fuel 
CO:  19.3 g/kg fuel 
VOC:  53 gJkg fuel 
NOx:  49.1 g/kg fuel 
irrespective of road type. 
(3)  Assumed density 0.825 kg/1 LA.T 
Table VI.1.10-1: 
< 50cc 
> 50 cc 2 Stroke 
> 50 cc 4 Stroke 
56 
Emission Factors for Motor Cycles 
10.00 
22.00 
20.00 
0.05 
0.08 
0.30 
6.00 
15.00 
3.00 
18.00 
30.00 
38.00 
EnviCon LA.T  57  EnviCon 
Table VI.2.1-1:  Cold  Mileage  Percentage  p (Share  of  Mileage  Driven  with  Cold 
Gasoline Powered Engines) 
Estimated 1( trip)  0.647-0.025 *!(trip)- (0.00974- 0.000385 * l(trip)) * ta 
Measured  0.698- 0.051 *  01051 - 0.000770 *  *ta L.A.T  58  EnviCon 
Table VI.2.1-2:  Relative Emission Factors ecoid  /  ehot  (Only Valid for  Conventional 
Gasoline Powered Engines and temperature range of -10 °C to 30 oc) 
co  3.7- 0.09 * ta 
NOx  1.14-0.006 * ta 
voc  2.8 - 0.06 * ta 
FC  1.47 - 0.009 * ta L.A.T  59  EnviCon 
Table VI.2.1-3:  Examples of Values for Average Estimated Trip Length 1tnp as taken by 
EC Member States in CO  PERT 85 
B  12 
DK  9 
D  14 
F  12 
GR  12 
IRL  14 
I  12 
L  15 
NL  13.1 
p  12 
E  6.31 
UK  10 L.A.T  60  EnviCon 
Table VI.2.2-1:  Relative  Emission  Factors  ecold  f  ehot  (Only valid  for  Closed  Loop 
Gasoline Powered Engines and temperature range of -10 °C to 30 °C) 
co  9.04 - 0.09 * ta 
NOx  3.66 - 0.006 * ta 
voc  12.59 - 0.06 * ta 
FC  1.47- 0.009 * ta L.A.T  61  EnviCon 
Table Vl.2.3-1:  Relative Emission Factors ecold /  ehot (Only Valid for Diesel Passenger 
Cars and temperature range of -10 OC to 30 OC) 
co 
NOx 
voc 
TPM 
FC 
(1) VOC:  ifta > 29-c then e(cold)/e(hot) > 0.5 
(2) TPM:  if ta > 26·c then e(cold)/e(hot) > 0.5 
1.9 - 0.03 * ta 
1.3-0.013 * ta 
3.1- 0.09 * ta  (1) 
3.1-0.1 * ta  (2) 
1.34 - 0.008 * ta LAT  62  EnviCon 
Table VI.2.4-1:  Relative Emission Factors ecoid/ ehot  (Only Valid for LPG Passenger 
Cars and temperature range of -10 °C to 30 °C) 
co  3.66 - 0.09 * ta 
NOx  0.98- 0.006 * ta 
voc  2.24- 0.06 * ta  (1) 
FC  1.47- 0.009 * ta 
(1) VOC: if  ta > 29·c then e(cold)/e(hot) > 0.5 L.A.T  63  EnviCon 
Table VI.J.l-1:  Summary of Emission Factors for Estimating Evaporative Emissions of 
Gasoline Powered Vehicles (all RVP in kPa, all temperatures in °C) 
Emission factor  Uncontrolled vehicle  Small carbon canister 
(units)  controlled vehicle 
Diurnal  9.1  · exp (0.0158 (RVP-61.2)  +  0.2 · uncontrolled 
(gjday)  0.0574 (ta,min- 22.5) + 0.0614 
· (ta,rise- 11.  7)) 
warm soak  exp (-1.644 + 0.01993 RVP +  0.2 · exp (-2.41  + 0.02302 RVP 
(gjprocedure)  0.07521 ta)  + 0.09408 ta) 
hot soak  3.0042 · exp (0.02 RVP)  0.3 · exp (-2.41  + 0.02302 RVP 
(gjprocedure)  + 0.09408 ta) 
warm and hot soak  0.7  none 
for fuel injected 
vehicles (gjprocedure) 
warm running losses  0.1  · exp (-5.967 + 0.04259 RVP  0.1  · uncontrolled 
(g/km)  + 0.1773ta) 
hot running losses  0.136 · exp (-5.967 +  0.1  · uncontrolled 
(g/km)  0.04259 RVP + 0.1773 ta) L.A.T  64  EnviCon 
Table VI.3.1-2:  Examples of Statistical Input Data Relevant for Estimating Evaporative 
Emissions 
< 1.41  0  0.0 
B  1.4-2.01  0  3.1 
> 2.01  0  1.8 
< 1.41  0.2  8.4 
D  1.4-2.01  0.2  8.4 
> 2.01  0.2  8.4 
< 1.41  0  0.0 
DK  1.4-2.01  0  0.0 
> 2.01  0  0.0 
< 1.41  0  4.9 
E  1.4-2.01  0  4.9 
> 2.01  0  4.9 
< 1.41  0  0.0 
F  1.4-2.01  0  4.2 
> 2.01  0  15.5 
< 1.41  0  1.0 
GR  1.4-2.01  0  1.0 
> 2.01  0  1.0 
< 1.41  0  5.0 
I  1.4-2.01  0  5.0 
> 2.01  0  5.0 
< 1.41  0  0.0 
IRL  1.4-2.0 1  0  0.0 
> 2.01  0  0.0 
< 1.41  0  5.0 
L  1.4-2.01  0  10.0 
> 2.01  0  15.0 
< 1.41  0  0.0 
NL  1.4-2.01  0  0.0 
> 2.01  1  10.0 
< 1.41  0  0.0 
p  1.4-2.01  0  10.0 
> 2.01  0  30.0 
< 1.41  0  0.0 
UK  1.4-2.01  0  0.0 
> 2.01  0  0.0 LA.T  65  EnviCon 
Table VI.4-1:  Methane (CI4)Emission Factors for all Vehicle Categories 
PASSENGER  CARS 
Conventional  0.268 - 0.00573 * v + 0.0000331 *  VA2 
Closed Loop  0.020  0.020  0.020 
Diesel 
CC < 2.0 I  0.005  0.005  0.005 
CC >2.0 I  0.005  0.005  0.005 
LPG  0.080  0.035  0.025 
2-stroke  0.150  0.040  0.025 
LIGHT DUTY VEHICLES 
Gasoline  0.150  0.040  0.025 
Diesel  0.005  0.005  0.005 
HEAVY DUTY VEHICLES 
Gasoline Veh. > 3.5 t  0.140  0.110  0.070 
Diesel Veh. 3.5- 16 t  0.085  0.023  0.020 
Diesel Veh. > 16 t  0.175  0.080  0.070 
MOTORCYCLES 
< 50cc  0.100  0.100  0.100 
> 50 cc  2 stroke  0.150  0.150  0.150 
> 50 cc  4 stroke  0.200  0.200  0.200 L.A.T  66  EnviCon 
Table VI.5-1:  Nitrous Oxide (N20) Emission Factors for all Vehicle Categories 
PASSENGER CARS 
Conventional  0.005  0.005  0.005 
Closed Loop  0.050  0.050  0.050 
Diesel 
cc < 2.01  0.010  0.010  0.010 
cc > 2.01  0.010  0.010  0.010 
LPG  na  na  na 
2-stroke  0.005  0.005  0.005 
LIGHT DUTY VEIDCLES 
Gasoline  0.006  0.006  0.006 
Diesel  0.017  0.017  0.017 
Gasoline Veh. > 3.5 t  0.006  0.006  0.006 
Diesel Veh. 3.5 - 16 t  0.030  0.030  0.030 
Diesel Veh. > 16 t  0.030  0.030  0.030 
MOTORCYCLES 
< 50cc  0.001  0.001  0.001 
> 50 cc  2 stroke  0.002  0.002  0.002 
> 50 cc  4 stroke  0.002  0.002  0.002 
na: not available 
Remark:  Emission factors are still quite uncertain and may need revision as soon 
as more information becomes available. LA.T  67  EnviCon 
Table VI.S-1:  Ammonia (NH3) Emission Factors for all Vehicle Categories 
PASSENGER CARS 
Conventional  0.002  0.002  0.002 
Closed Loop  0.070  0.100  0.100 
Diesel 
cc < 2.01  0.001  0.001  0.001 
cc > 2.01  0.001  0.001  0.001 
LPG  na  na  na 
2-stroke  0.002  0.002  0.002 
LIGHT DUTY VEHICLES 
Gasoline  0.002  0.002  0.002 
Diesel  0.001  0.001  0.001 
HEAVY DUTY VEIDCLES 
Gasoline Veh. > 3.5 t  0.002  0.002  0.002 
Diesel Veh. 3.5 - 16 t  0.003  0.003  0.003 
Diesel Veh. > 16 t  0.003  0.003  0.003 
MOTORCYCLES 
< 50cc  0.001  0.001  0.001 
> 50 cc  2 stroke  0.002  0.002  0.002 
> 50 cc  4 stroke  0.002  0.002  0.002 
na: not available 
Remark:  Emission factors are still quite uncertain and may need revision as soon 
as more information becomes available. L.A.T  68  EnviCon 
Table VI.l0-1:  Emission Factors for Off Road vehicles 
Agriculture  20.0  50.0  8.0  4.0 
Forestry  20.0  50.0  8.0  4.0 
Industry  20.0  50.0  8.0  4.0 
4.0 
Agriculture  0.40  0.10  0.005 
Forestry  0.40  0.10  0.005 
Industry  0.40  0.10  0.005 
0.40  0.10  0.005 
Remark:  Emission factors are still quite uncertain and may need revision as soon 
as more information becomes available. L.A.T  69  EnviCon 
Table VII-1:  Summary  of Precision  Indicators  of the  Emission  Estimate  for  the 
different Vehicle Categories and Pollutants 
Legend:  1: Statistically significant emission factors based on a sufficiently large 
set of measured and re-evaluated data 
2: Emission factors non statistically significant based on a small set of 
measured data which have been re-evaluated 
3: Emission factors estimated on the basis of available literature 
4: Emission factors estimated applying similarity considerations and/or 
extrapolation. 
I  Pollutant  !Fuel 
I  I  INM  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
vehicle  category  INO:x:  ICOIVOCICH4  IPMIN20  INH3  IS02  I  C02  IPbiFC 
Gasoline  PC  <  1.4  l,PRE-ECE  I  1  11  1  I  1  I -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
ECE  15/00-01  I  1  11  1  1 1  I  -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
ECE  15/02  I  1  11  1  I  1  I -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
ECE  15/03  I  1  11  1  I  1  I -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
ECE  15/04  I  1  11  1  1 1  I  -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
improved  conventional  I  1  11  1  I  1  I  -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
open  loop  I  1  11  1  I  1  I  -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
closed  loop  I  1  11  1  1  2  I  -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
Gasoline  PC  1.4-2.0l,PRE-ECEI  1  11  1  1 1  I  -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
ECE  15/00-01  I  1  11  1  I  1  I  -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
ECE  15/02  I  1  11  1  I  1  I  -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
ECE  15/03  I  1  11  1  I  1  I -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
ECE  15/04  I  1  11  1  I  1  I  -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
improved  conventional  I  1  11  1  I  1  I  -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
open  loop  I  1  11  1  I  1  I -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
closed  loop  I  1  11  1  I  2  I -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
Gasoline  PC  >  2.0  l,PRE-ECE  I  1  11  1  I  1  I -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
ECE  15/00-01  I  1  11  1  I  1  I -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
ECE  15/02  I  1  11  1  I  1  I  -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
ECE  15/03  I  1  11  1  1 1  I -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
ECE  15/04  I  1  11  1  I  1  I -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
open  loop  I  1  11  1  I  1  I -1  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  21  1 
closed  loop  I  1  21  1  1 2  I  -1  3  I  3  I  1  I 1  21  1 
Diesel  PC  <  2.0  1  I  1  11  1  1 2  11  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  I  -1  1 
PC  >  2.0  1  I  1  ll 1  1 z  11  3  I  3  I  1  I  1  I  -1  1 
LPG  PC  I  1  ll 1  I  - I -1  - I - 1- I  1  I -1  1 
2-stroke  PC  I  2  21  2  1  4  I -1  4  I  4  I  1  I  2  I  21  2 L.A.T  70  EnviCon 
Table VII-1 (cont.):  Summary of Precision Indicators of the Emission Estimate for 
the different Vehicle Categories and Pollutants 
I  Pollutant  !Fuel 
I  I  INM  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
vehicle category  !NOx  ICO!VOC!CH4  IPMIN20  INH3  IS02  !C02  IPbiFC 
Gasoline  LDV  I  1  11  1  I  3  I -1  4  I  4  I  1  I  1  I  21  1 
Diesel  LDV  I  1  11  1  I  3  I  21  4  I  4  I  1  I  1  I  -1  1 
Gasoline  HDV  I  4  41  4  I  4  I -1  4  I  4  I  4  I  4  I  41  4 
Diesel  HDV  3.5-16  t  I  2  21  2  I  4  I  21  4  I  4  I  2  I  2  I  -1  2 
>  16  t  I  2  21  2  I  4  I  21  4  I  4  I  2  I  2  I -1  2 
TW  <  50  cc  I  2  21  2  I  4  I  -1  - 1- I  2  I  2  21  2 
>  50  cc,2-Strokel  2  21  2  I  4  I -1  - 1- I  2  I  2  21  2 
>  50  cc,4-Strokel  2  21  2  I  4  I -1  - 1- I  2  I  2  21  2 
Evaporation  PC  conventional  1- I  -1  3  1- I -1  - 1- 1- 1- I -1  -
PC  closed  loop  1- I -1  3  1- I  -1  - 1- 1- 1- I -1-
LDV  1- I -1  4  1- I  -1  - 1- 1- 1- I -1  -
TW  <  50  cc  1- I -1  4  1- I -1- 1- 1- 1- I -1  -
TW  >  50  cc,  2-S  1- I -1  4  1- I  -1  - 1- I - I - I -1  -
TW  >  50  cc,  4-S  1- I  -1  4  1- I  -1  - 1- 1- 1- I  -1  -
Cold  Start  PC  conventional  I  2  I  21  2  1- I -1  - 1- 1- I  2  I  21  2 
PC  closed  loop  I  3  I  31  3  1- I  -1  - I - I - I  2  I  21  3 
Diesel  PC  I  3  I  31  3  1- I  31  - 1- 1- I  3  I  -1  3 
PC-LPG  I  3  I  31  3  1- I  -1  - 1- 1- I  3  I  -1  3 
Gasoline  LDV  I  4  I  41  4  1- I -1  - 1- 1- I  4  I  41  4 
Diesel  LDV  I  4  I  41  4  1- I  41  - 1- 1- I  4  I  -1  4 
Off  Road  Agriculture  4  41  4  I  4  41  4  I  4  I  4  4  I  -1  4 
Forestry  4  41  4  I  4  41  4  I  4  I  4  4  I  -1  4 
Industry  4  41  4  I  4  41  4  I  4  I  4  4  I  -1  4 
Military  4  41  4  I  4  41  4  I  4  I  4  4  I  -1  4 LA.T  71  EnviCon 
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Speed-Dependent  CO  Emission  Factor  of  Gasoline  Vehicles 
<2.5 t for pre-ECE, Valid for All Cylinder Capacities 
CO EMISSION FACTORS 
PRE  ECE  ALL CYLINDER CAPACITIES 
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Figure VI.l.l-2:  Speed-Dependent  CO  Emission  Factor  of Gasoline  Vehicles 
<2.5  t  for  ECE  15-00  and  15-01  Homologation,  Valid  for  All 
Cylinder Capacities 
CO EMISSION FACTORS 
ECE 15-00/01  ALL CYLINDER CAPACITIES 
[g/km] 
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Figure VI.l.l-3:  Speed-Dependent  CO  Emission  Factor  of  Gasoline  Vehicles 
<2.5  t  for  ECE  15-02  Homologation,  Valid  for  All  Cylinder 
Capacities 
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Figure VI.l.l-4:  Speed-Dependent  CO  Emission  Factor  of Gasoline  Vehicles 
< 2.5  t  for  ECE  15-03  Homologation,  Valid  for  Ali Cylinder 
Capacities 
CO EMISSION FACTORS 
ECE 15-03  ALL CYLINDER CAPACITIES 
[g/km] 
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Figure VI.l.l-5:  Speed-Dependent  CO  Emission  Factor  of Gasoline  Vehicles 
<  2.5  t  for  ECE  15-04  Homologation,  Valid  for  All  Cylinder 
Capacities 
CO EMISSION FACTORS 
ECE 15-04 ALL CYLINDER CAPACITIES 
[g/km] 
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Fi~rure VI.l.l-6:  Speed-Dependent VOC Emission  Factor  of Gasoline  Vehicles 
<2.5 t for pre-ECE, Valid for All Cylinder Capacities 
VOC  EMISSION FACTORS 
PRE ECE ALL CYLINDER CAPACITIES 
[g/kml 
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Figure Vl.l.l-7:  Speed-Dependent VOC  Emission Factor of Gasoline Vehicles 
<2.5  t  for  ECE 15-00  and  15-01  Homologation,  Valid for All 
Cylinder Capacities 
VOC  EMISSION FACTORS 
ECE 15-00/01 ALL CYLINDER CAPACITIES 
(g/km] 
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Figure VI.l.1-8:  Speed-Dependent VOC Emission Factor of Gasoline Vehicles 
<  2.5  t  for  ECE 15-02  and  15-03  Homologation,  Valid for All 
Cylinder Capacities 
VOC  EMISSION FACTORS 
ECE  15-02/03 ALL CYLINDER CAPACITIES 
[g/km] 
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Fi~re  VI.l.l-9:  Speed-Dependent VOC Emission Factor  of Gasoline Vehicles 
<2.5  t  for  ECE  15-04  Homologation,  Valid  for  All  Cylinder 
Capacities 
VOC EMISSION FACTORS 
ECE 15-04  ALL CYLINDER CAPACITIES 
(g/km] 
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Figure VI.l.1-10:  Speed-Dependent  NOx  Emission  Factor  of Gasoline  Vehicles 
<2.5  t for pre-ECE, ECE 15-00  and ECE 15-01  Homologation 
and Vehicles with Cylinder Capacity < 1.4 1 (A), 1.4 - 2 1 (B) and 
>21 (C) 
NOx EMISSION FACTORS 
PRE ECE  , ECE  15-00/01 
[g/km] 
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Figure Vl.l.1-11:  Speed-Dependent  NOx  Emission  Factor  of Gasoline  Vehicles 
< 2.5 t for ECE 15-02 Homologation and Vehicles with Cylinder 
Capacity < 1.41 (A), 1.4-21 (B) and >21 (C) 
(g/km) 
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Figure VI.1.1-12:  Speed-Dependent NOx  Emission  Factor  of Gasoline  Vehicles 
< 2.5 t for ECE 15-03 Homologation and Vehicles with Cylinder 
Capacity< 1.41 (A), 1.4-21 (B) and >21 (C) 
[g/km] 
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Fi~rure VI.1.1-13:  Speed-Dependent NOx  Emission  Factor  of Gasoline  Vehicles 
<  2.5  t for ECE 15-04 Homologation and Vehicles with Cylinder 
Capacity < 1.41 (A), 1.4-21 (B) and >21 (C) 
NOx EMISSION FACTORS 
ECE 15-04 
(g/km] 
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Fitrure VI.l.1-14:  Speed-Dependent  CO  Emission  Factors  of Gasoline  Vehicles 
<2.5 t with a Cylinder Capacity < 1.41 (A) and 1.4- 21 (B) for the 
Sub-Category "Improved Conventional" 
CO EMISSION FACTORS 
IMPROVED CONVENTIONAL 
(g/km] 
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Fi~mre VI.l.l-15:  Speed-Dependent  CO  Emission  Factors  of Gasoline  Vehicles 
<2.5 t with a Cylinder Capacity < 1.4 1 (A) and 1.4 - 2.0 1 (B) for 
the Sub-Category "Open Loop" 
(g/km] 
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Fi~mre VI.l.l-16:  Speed-Dependent VOC Emission Factors of Gasoline Vehicles 
<  2.5 t with a Cylinder Capacity of < 1.4 1 (A) and 1.4 - 2.0 1 (B) 
for the Sub-Category "Improved Conventional" 
VOC EMISSION FACTORS 
IMPROVED CONVENTIONAL 
[g/km) 
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Figure VI.l.l-17:  Speed-Dependent VOC Emission Factors of Gasoline Vehicles 
<2.5 t with a Cylinder Capacity of < 1.4 I (A) and 1.4 - 2.0 1 (B) 
for the Sub-Category "Open Loop" 
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Fi~re  VI.l.l-18:  Speed-Dependent NOx  Emission Factors of Gasoline Vehicles 
<2.5 t with a Cylinder Capacity of < 1.4 1 (A) and 1.4- 2.0 1 (B) 
for the Sub-Category "Improved Conventional" 
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Figure VI.l.l-19:  Speed-Dependent NOx Emission Factors  of Gasoline  Vehicles 
<2.5 t with a Cylinder Capacity of < 1.4 1 (A) and 1.4 - 2.0 1 (B) 
for the Sub-Category "Open Loop" 
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Fiwre VI.l.l-20:  Speed-Dependent  CO  Emission  Factors  of Gasoline  Vehicles 
< 2.5t  irrespective  of Cylinder  Capacity  for  the  Sub-Category 
"Closed Loop" 
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Fienre VI.l.l-20 (cont):  Speed-Dependent  VOC  Emission  Factors  of Gasoline 
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Vehicles  <2.5t  irrespective  of Cylinder  Capacity  for  the Sub-
Category "Closed Loop" 
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Figure VI.l.l-20 (cont.):  Speed-Dependent  NOx  Emission  Factors  of  Gasoline 
Vehicles  <  2.5t  irrespective  of Cylinder  Capacity for  the Sub-
Category "Closed Loop" 
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Figure VI.l.l-21:  Speed-Dependent Fuel Consumption of Gasoline Vehicles <2.5 t 
for pre-ECE and Vehicles with Cylinder Capacity< 1.41 (A), 1.4-
2l(B)and >2l(C) 
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Fi~mre VI.1.1-22:  Speed-Dependent Fuel Consumption of Gasoline Vehicles <  2.5 t 
for  ECE  15-00  and  15-01  Homologation  and  Vehicles  with 
Cylinder Capacity < 1.41 (A), 1.4-21 (B) and >21 (C) 
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Figure VI.1.1-23:  Speed-Dependent Fuel Consumption of Gasoline Vehicles <  2.5 t 
for  ECE  15-02  and  15-03  Homologation  and  Vehicles  with 
Cylinder Capacity < 1.41 (A), 1.4-21 (B) and > 21 (C) 
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Figure VI.1.1-24:  Speed-Dependent Fuel Consumption of Gasoline Vehicles < 2.5 t 
for  ECE  15-04  Homologation  and  Vehicles  with  Cylinder 
Capacity< 1.41 (A), 1.4-21 (B) and >21 (C) 
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Fi&Ure VI.l.1-25:  Speed-Dependent Fuel Consumption of Gasoline Vehicles <  2.5 t 
with a  Cylinder Capacity  < 1.4 1 (A) and 1.4  - 2 1 for the Sub-
Category "Improved Conventional" 
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Figure VI.1.1-26:  Speed-Dependent Fuel Consumption of Gasoline Vehicles <  2.5 t 
with a Cylinder Capacity < 1.4 1 (A) and 1.4 - 2 1 (B) for the Sub-
Category "Open Loop" 
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Fiwre VI.l.l-27:  Speed-Dependent Fuel Consumption of Gasoline Vehicles < 2.5 t 
with a Cylinder Capacity < 1.41 (A), 1.4- 21 (B) and >21 (C) for 
the Sub-Category "Closed Loop" 
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Example  of Cumulative  Mean  Speed  Distribution  for  Urban, 
Rural  and  Highway  Driving  (Bundesamt  fuer  Umweltschutz, 
Switzerland) 
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Figure VI.1.2-1:  Speed-Dependent CO Emission Factors of Diesel Vehicles <2.5 t 
Irrespective of Cylinder Capacity 
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Fiwe  VI.1.2-2:  Speed-Dependent  VOC  Emission  Factors  of Diesel  Vehicles 
<  2.5 t Irrespective of Cylinder Capacity 
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Fi~mre VI.1.2-3:  Speed-Dependent NOx Emission Factors of Diesel Vehicles <2.5 
t with a Capacity of <2.0 1 (A) and >2.0 1 (B) 
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Fi&Ure VI.1.2-4:  Speed-Dependent  Particulate  Emission  Factors  of  Diesel 
Vehicles <  2.5 t Irrespective of Cylinder Capacity 
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Fiwre VI.1.2-5:  Speed-Dependent Fuel Consumption Factors of Diesel Vehicles 
<2.5t 
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Fiwe  VI.1.3-1:  Speed-Dependent CO Emission Factors of LPG Vehicles  <2.5 t 
Irrespective of Cylinder Capacity 
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Fime  VI.1.3-2:  Speed-Dependent VOC Emission Factors of LPG Vehicles <2.5 t 
Irrespective of Cylinder Capacity 
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Fi&Ure VI.1.3-3:  Speed-Dependent NOx Emission Factors of LPG Vehicles <2.5 t 
Irrespective of Cylinder Capacity 
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XI  LIST OF ABBRBVIA  TIONS 
CC:  Cylinder Capacity of the Engine 
CJI.i:  Methane 
CO:  Carbon Monoxide 
002:  carbon Dioxide 
FC:  Fuel Consumption 
GVW:  Gross Vehicle Weight 
NH3:  Ammonia 
NMVOC:  Non-Methane Volatile Organic Compounds 
NOx: 
NUTS: 
Pb: 
RVP: 
SOx: 
VOC: 
Nitrous Oxide 
Nitrogen Oxides (sum of NO and N~) 
Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics (0 to ill). According to the 
EC definition, NUTS 0 is the territory of  individual Member States 
Lead 
Reid Vapour Pressure (standardised vapour pressure measurement, made at 
38 OC, with a vapour:liquid ratio 4:1) 
Sulphur Oxides 
Volatile Organic Compounds LA.T  113  EnviCon 
XII  LIST OF SYMBOLS AND INDICES 
XII.l Symbols 
8j  =  number of gasoline vehicles of category j, operated in 1990 
8:i,g  =  number of vehicles of category j  produced within  the period of ECE 
legal  conformity g or belonging  to  a  distinct  technology  step  (only 
vehicles <  2.5 tonnes) 
bj,t  =  total annual consumption of fuel of type 1 in [kg] by vehicles of category j 
Cj,k  = 
~,k  = 
ehot,1990;iJ,k  = 
operated in 1990 
average fuel consumption in [g/km] of  vehicle category j on road class k 
share of annual mileage driven on road class k by vehicle category j 
average 1990 fleet representative baseline emission factor in [gfkm] for 
the pollutant i, for the vehicle category j, operated on roads of type k 
with hot engines. 
e.  ,hot,l990;iJ,k = average 1990 fleet representative baseline emission factor in [g/kg fuel] 
for the pollutant i, relevant for the vehicle category j, operated on roads 
of type k with hot engines. 
ed  =  mean emission factor for diurnal losses of gasoline powered vehicles 
eJ,bot  = 
es,warm  = 
efi  = 
er,hot  = 
er,warm  = 
ecoldfeJlot  = 
equipped with  metal tanks,  depending on average  monthly weighted 
temperature, temperature variation and fuel volatility (RVP) 
mean emission factor for hot soak emissions 
mean emission factor for cold and warm soak emissions 
mean emission factor  for  hot and warm soak emissions of gasoline 
powered vehicles equipped with fuel injection 
average  emission factor  for  hot running losses  of gasoline  powered 
vehicles 
average emission factor for warm running losses of gasoline powered 
vehicles 
ratio of emissions of  cold to hot engines 
ehot;iJ,k,g  =  emission factor in [g/km]  for pollutant i,  for  the vehicle category j, 
operated on roads of type k with hot engines, valid for regulatory step g LAT  114  EnviCon 
e (z)  =  mathematical equation  (e.g.  formula  of best fit curve)  of the speed 
dependency of  ~ot,z;iJ,g 
fie (  z)  =  equation (e.g. formula of "best fit" curve) of the speed distribution which 
corresponds to the driving patterns of gasoline vehicles < 2.5 t on road 
classes "rural", "urban" and "highway" 
lj,k,l  = share of annual  consu~ption of fuel  of type  1  used  by vehicles  of 
category j, driven on road type k 
hj  =  number of  vehicles of  category j 
ks,e  =  weight related sulphur content of  fuel of type 1 in [kg/kg] 
kPb  =  weight related lead content of gasoline in [kg/kg] 
ltrip  =  average trip length 
mj  = total annual mileage in [km] of  vehicle category j 
mj,k  =  total annual mileage in [km] of  vehicle category j on road class k 
p  =  fraction of trips, finished with hot engine (depending on the average 
monthly ambient temperature) 
q  = fraction of  gasoline powered vehicles equipped with fuel injection 
rH/C  =  ratio of hydrogen to carbon atoms in the fuel 
sj,g  = share of vehicles of category j  of total national fleet,  belonging to a 
period of legal conformity g (only applicable for gasoline vehicles < 2.5 
t) 
t8  = monthly mean ambient temperature in [OC] 
ta,min  _  monthly mean minimum ambient temperature in [OC) 
ta,nse  _  monthly mean of the daily ambient temperature rise in [OC) 
vj  =  average annual mileage driven by each vehicle of  category j 
w  =  fractio~ of trips, finished wi~h  cold ~r  warm engine 
x  =  mean number of trips of a vehicle per  ~ay, average over the year 
y  =  total number of trips of a vehicle per day 
z  = the speed of gasoline vehicles <2.5 ton road classes "rural", "urban" and 
"highway" L.A.T  115  EnviCon 
Pi  =  fraction of mileage driven with cold engines 
Ehot;iJ,k  = emissions of the pollutant i in [g] caused in the reference year 1990 by 
vehicles of  category j driven on roads of  type k with hot engines 
Ecold;iJ  =  emissions of the pollutant i due to cold starts in urban areas, caused by 
vehicles of  category j 
Eeva;VOCJ  =  VOC emissions due to evaporative losses, caused by vehicles of  category 
j under urban driving conditions 
<>t  = total annual consumption of fuel [kg] of  type 1· 
R  = hot and warm running losses 
sc  = average hot and warm soak emission factor of  gasoline powered vehicles 
equipped with carburettor 
Sfi  =  average hot and warm soak emission factor of  gasoline powered vehicles 
equipped with fuel injection 
v  =  vehicle speed in [km/h] L.A.T 
Xll.2 Indices 
g 
i (pollutants) 
116  EnviCon 
=  indicator  of  regulatory  situation  applicable  to  vehicle  ECE 
regulation steps 0 - 4 or earlier ( 1 - 6,  only relevant for gasoline 
powered vehicles <  2.5 t) or technology steps 
=  1 - 10 for the pollutants covered 
j (vehicles category)= 1 - 39  (or 34 if only  on-road vehicles are considered) for  the 
vehicle categories defined in the CO  PERT 90 nomenclature 
k (road classes)  =  1 -3 for "urban", "rural" and "highway" driving pattern 
1  =  fuel type ( 1 -3 for gasoline, diesel, LPG) tastern turope;and the USSR
GILES MERRITT
The sparks of  unrest
that leapt from Berlin in
November 1989 to
Moscow's Red Square
in  August l99l  are
firing an explosion of
political and economic
change. Out of  the
ashes of Communism is
emerging the shape of
a vast new European
market-place stretching
from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
In  his  fascinating account of
Europe's fast-changing East-West
relationships, Giles Merritt argues
that a massive rescue operation must
be mounted to ensure the success of
these changes. The upheaval of Com-
munism's collapse is 'The challenge
of freedom'.
Written with the cooperation  and
support of the European Commis-
sion, this book sets out to identify the
key policy areas where a new part-
nership is being forged between the
countries of Eastern and Western
Europe. It offers a privileged insight
into the current thinking of European
Community  offi cials, poli-
ticians and industrial
leaders, and analyses
the factors that will
determine whether the
emerging market econ-
omies of Eastern Europe
can truly be absorbed
into a single European
economv.
Immensely readable and
often disturbing, this important book
contains much up-to-date  and hith-
erto unpublished information on
such major East-West problem areas
as energy, environmental  control,
immigration, trade relations, agricul-
ture and investment. It also examines
the arguments surrounding  a 'Mar-
shall Plan' for Eastern Europe that
would emulate the famous US aid
programme that helped relaunch the
economies of Western Europe in the
aftermath of World War II.
For anyone concerned about the
future of Eastern Europe and the
USSR, whether from a political,
social or economic standpoint, this
book is essential  reading.
256 pp. - 
Price: ECU 14.30 (excluding VAT)
cM-71-91-65s-EN-CBulletin 
of the European 
Communities 
The Bulletin of  the European Communities, which is issued 10 times a 
year  (monthly,  except  for  the  January/February  and  July/August 
double issues), is an official reference publication covering all spheres 
of Community activity. 
It is compact, easy to consult (with an index and copious references to 
the Official Journal and to previous issues),  logically  structured (to 
reflect the main fields of Community policy) and wholly reliable. The 
Bulletin is an essential reference tool, describing the passage of Com-
munity legislation through all its stages from presentation of a pro-
posal by the Commission to final enactment by the Council. 
Thanks to its topical commentaries on the month's major events, it 
provides  the  student  of European  integration  and  other interested 
readers with up-to-date and accurate information about the most re-
cent developments in Community policy- the creation of a single 
market,  economic  and  social  integration,  the  Community's  role  in 
international affairs, etc. 
Supplements to the Bulletin are published from time to time, contain-
ing important background material on significant issues of the day. 
Recent Supplements have covered German unification, the Commis-
sion's programme for  1992  and European industrial policy  for  the 
1990s. 
The  Bulletin  and its  Supplements  are  produced  by  the  Secretariat-
General of the Commission, 200 rue de la Loi, B-1 049 Brussels, in the 
nine official languages of  the Community, and can be ordered from the 
Community sales agents. 
25/11/92 INF092 
~2  COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
National 
Implementing 
Measures 
to give effect to the White Paper 
of the Commission on the Completion 
of the Internal Market 
Situation at 30 Aprtl 1991 
The  Communi~  database focusing on the obiectives and the 
social dimension of the single market 
As a practical guide to the single  market, INF092 contains vital infor-
mation for all those determined to be ready for 1992. 
INF092 is  really a simple market scoreboard, recording the state of play 
on the  stage-by-stage  progress  of Commission  proposals  up  to  their 
adoption  by the  Council,  summarizing  each  notable  development  and 
placing it in context, and keeping track of the transposition of directives 
into Member States' national legislation. 
Using INF092 is simplicity itself. It can be consulted on-screen by means 
of a wide range of everyday equipment connected to specialized data-relay 
networks. Fast transmission, the virtually instant updating facility (several 
times  a  day,  if  necessary)  and  dialogue  procedures  requiring  no  prior 
training make INF092 ideal for the general public as well as for business 
circles. and the professions. 
The system  offers  easy  access  to information  thanks  to  the  choice  of 
menus available and to the logical presentation modelled on the structure 
of the White Paper, the Social Charter  and the decision-making process 
within the institutions. 
Enquiries may also be made to the Commission Offices in the Member 
States or - for small businesses - the Euro-Info Centres now open in all 
regions of the Community. 
Eurobases Helpdesk  {  Tel. :  (32·2) 295 00 03 
Fax :  (32-2) 296 06 24 
25/11/92 Official Journal of the European Communities 
DIRECTORY 
OF COMMUNITY LEGISLATION IN  FORCE 
and other acts of the Community institutions 
The  Community's  legal  system  is  of direct  concern  to  the 
individual citizen as much as to the Member States themselves. 
Both lawyers and non-lawyers, then, need to be familiar not just 
with national law, but also with Community legislation, which 
is  implemented, applied or interpreted by national law and in 
some cases takes precedence over it. 
To make Community legislation more accessible to the public, 
the  Commission  of  the  European  Communities 
publi~hes  a  Directory,  updated  twice  a  year, 
covenng: 
- binding  instruments  of  secondary  legislation 
arising out of the Treaties establishing the three 
Communities  (regulations,  decisions,  directives, 
etc.); 
- other legislation (internal agreements, etc.); 
- agreements  between the  Communities and non-
member countries. 
Each entry in the Directory gives  the number and 
title of the instrument, together with a reference to 
the Official Journal in which it is to be found. Any 
amending instruments are also indicated, with the 
appropriate references in each case. 
The  legislation  is  classified  by  subject  matter. 
Instruments classifiable  in more  than one  subject 
area appear under each of the headings concerned. 
The  Directory proper (Vol.  I)  is  accompanied  by 
1 064 pp. - ECU 83 
ISBN 92-77-77093-7 (Volume I) 
ISBN 92-77-77094-5 (Volume II) 
ISBN 92-77-77095-3 (Volume I and II) 
FX-86-91-001-EN-C 
FX-86-91-002-E N-C 
two  indexes  (Vol.  II),  one  chronological  by 
document number and the other alphabetical by keyword. 
The Directory is  available in the nine official languages of the 
Community. 
25/11/92 EUROPEAN 
ECONOMY 
European  Economy  appears  four  times  a 
year, in March, May, July and November. 
It contains  important  reports  and  com-
munications from the Commission to  the 
Council  and  to  Parliament  on  the 
economic situation and developments,  as 
well  as  on  the  borrowing  and  lending 
activities of the Community.  In addition, 
European  Economy  presents  reports  and 
studies on problems concerning economic 
policy. 
Two  supplements  accompany  the  main 
periodical: 
- Series  A  - 'Economic  trends'  appears 
monthly except in August and describes 
with  the  aid  of tables  and graphs  the 
most  recent  trends  of industrial  pro-
duction,  consumer  prices,  unemploy-
ment,  the  balance  of trade,  exchange 
rates, and other indicators. This supple-
ment  also  presents  the  Commission 
staffs  macroeconomic  forecasts  and 
Commission  communications  to  the 
Council on economic policy. 
- Series  B - 'Business  and  consumer 
survey results' gives  the main results of 
opinion  surveys  of  industrial  chief 
executives  (orders,  stocks,  production 
outlook, etc.) and of consumers (econ-
omic  and  financial  situation  and 
outlook,  etc.)  in  the  Community,  and 
other business  cycle  indicators. It also 
appears monthly, with the exception of 
August. 
Unless  otherwise  indicated,  the  texts  are 
published  under  the  responsibility  of the 
Directorate-General  for  Economic  and 
Financial Affairs of the Commission of  the 
European Communities, 200 rue de la Loi, 
B-1 049  Brussels, to which enquiries other 
than  those  related  to  sales  and  sub-
scriptions should be addressed. 
Subscription terms are shown on the back 
cover and the addresses of the sales offices 
are shown on the third page of the cover. 
25/11/92 Success in business 
depends on the decisions you make ... 
which depend on the information you receive 
Make sure  that your decisions  are  based  on information that is 
accurate and complete! 
In a period of rapid adjustment, with national economies merging 
into a single European economy under the impetus of 1992, reliable 
information on the performance of specialized industry sectors is 
essential to suppliers, customers, bankers and policymakers. 
Small and medium-sized enterprises, in particular, need easy access 
to information. 
The market must be defined, measured and recorded. Information 
is  needed  on production  capacities,  bottlenecks,  future  develop-
ments, etc. 
Panorama of EC industry 1991-1992 
Current situation and outlook for 180 sectors 
of manufacturing and service industries 
in the European Community 
I 400 PP·* ECU 110 *ISBN 92-826-3103-6 * C0-60-90-321-EN-C 
25/11/92 OFFICE FOR OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
2, rue Mercier- L-2985 Luxembourg [Tel. (352) 499 28-1] 
25/11/92 ENERGY 
.  A CHALLENGE FOR EUROPE AND THE WORLD 
Since  it  first  appeared  in  1985  Energy  in  Europe  has  become  recognized  as  an 
invaluable source  of information on both the policy-making and the  operational 
aspects  of European  Community  energy  policy.  Subscribers  include  leaders  of 
energy-consuming  and energy-producing  industries  and  other decision-makers  in 
the private and public sectors, as well as major consultancies and research institutes 
in and outside the Community. 
In the present situation within the Community, itself at the eve of the single market, 
and vis-a-vis the huge energy problems, as well as the potential, of our neighbours 
in Central and Eastern Europe and in the Commonwealth of Independent States, 
the energy sector is  of the greatest strategic importance. An understanding of it is 
indispensable in many areas of economic activity. It also constitutes a crucial factor 
within a debate of truly global importance, namely the protection of the environ-
ment, including the global warming issue.  · 
Energy in  Europe continues to  keep its readers abreast of the ongoing situation as 
regards overall policy, markets, energy planning, and the constant quest for cleaner 
and more efficient energy technology. 
Market trends and perspectives are covered in two regular issues each year, and also 
in a Short-term energy outlook appearing in the first half of the year and an Annual 
energy review  at the end of the year which includes the world energy situation by 
region  including  EC  Member  States,  the_  short-term  energy  outlook  for  the 
Community,  and  a  review  of trends  in  main  indicators  over  10  years.  Further 
Special Issues are also produced in connection with major developments or events, 
including international conferences on or relevant to the energy sector. 
Energy in Europe appears in English but each issue also contains translations into 
French, German or Spanish of articles from  the preceding issue. 
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Treaty on European Union 
Conradb ar an Aontas  Eorp~ch 
253  pp. * BCU 9 *ISBN 9Z-824--Q964-3 *  RX-73-92~796-0A..C 
National implementing measures to give effect to the White .  Paper 
of tbe Commission on the completion of the interaal market 
Situation at 30 April 1992 
Reports of Commission Decisious relating to competition - 1989/1990 
247 pp. * ECU 12 *ISBN 92~826-3868~5 * CV-73-92-712-EN-C 
Harmonization of eompany law in the European Co-.nllllity -
Measures adopted and proposed- Situation as at 1 March  1992 
518 pp. * ECU 54 * ISBN 92...S26~4314-X * Cl-74-92-831-EN-C 
Green  Paper  on  the  development  of the  single  market  for  postal 
services (Communication from the Commission)- COM(91) 476 final 
Farm take-over and farm entrance within the EEC 
148  pp. * ECU  15 * ISBN 92-826-36674 *  CM-73~91-376--EN-C 
Copyright and information limits to the protection of literary and 
pseudo-literary works in the Member States of the EC 
Urban social development- Social Europe- Supplement 1/92 
Enterprise and people aspects in the  informatiou technology sector 
to the year 2000- Social Europe- Supplement 2/92 
Towards a Europe of  solidarity: housing- Social Europe -Supplement 3/92 
142 pp. •  ECU 9 • lSBN 92-8264561-3 * CE  .. NC.·92..()()3  .. EN-C 
25/11/92 EUR 14197- Evaluation of economic effects: relevance  and  impacts 
of EC  programmes  promoting industrial  R&D  with special emphasis 
on smaB  and medium-sized enterprises (pilot methodological study) 
K.  HORNSCHILD, F. MEYER-KRAHMER 
129 pp. * ECU  13.50 *  ISBN  92~826-3817-0 * CD-NA-14197-EN..C 
EUR  14198  - Evaluation  of the  impact  of European  Commllllity 
research programmes upon the competitiveness of  European industry -
concepts and  approaches 
J.S. METCALFE, L.  GEORGHIOU, P. CUNNINGHAM, H.M. CAMERON 
44 pp.  •  ECU 6.00 •  ISBN  92~826--3818·9 *  CD.-NA  .. J4198  ..  EN~C 
Employment In  Europe - 1992 
Focus on  the East - Energy in  Europe 
157 pp. * ECU 19 * ISSN  1017~6705 •  CS-BI-92..001~4H~C 
A view  to  the  future - Energy in  Europe 
176 pp. * ECU 19 *ISBN 92-826~3665-8 *  CS-75-92~841~EN~C 
The  fmances of Europe,  Daniel STRASSER 
439 pp. * ECU 18.50 •  ISBN 92-826-2306-8 * CM~60~90-280..EN 
XXIst  Report  on Competition Policy - 1991 
446 pp. * ECU 29 *ISBN 92-826~385{)-2 * CM~73-92-247-EN-C 
Europe  iD  figures - Third edition 
256 pp. * ECU  16.50 *ISBN 92-826-3371-1  * CA-70..91-895  .. EN-C 
Inventory of taxes levied in the  Member States of the European 
CommoDities - 14th edition 
726 pp. * ECU SO* ISBN·92-826w0417-9 * CM~59-90-855-EN-C 
Europe  and the  chaHenge of enlargement- Supplement 3/92- Qull.  EC 
24 pp. * ECU 5 *ISBN 92~&264524-X * CM-NF-92...003-EN-C 
A common market for services - Banking • Insurance • Transactions  in 
securities •  Transport  services  •  New  technologies  and services  •  Capital 
movements • Free movement of  labour and the professions 
(Completing the internal market- Volume  1) 
169 pp. * ECU  17 *ISBN 92-826--3566-X * C0-6Z..9l..Q01 .. EN-C 
25/11/92 The eHminadon of fronder controls - Control of  goods • Control 
of  individuals • Value-added tax • Excise duties  · 
(Completing the internal market- Volume 2) 
Conditions for  business cooperadon - Company law • Intellectual 
property • Company  taxation - PubHc procurement 
(Completing the internal market- Volume 3) 
\ 
86 pp. •  BCU  17 * ISBN 92  ..  826--3583~X * C0..62  .. 9J .. OO>-EN..C  j 
'  I 
Community  social  poHcy  - Labour  market  • ,  Employment  and pay  .! 
Improved living and working conditions • Free movement of  workers • Social! 
protection • Freedom of  association and collective bargaining • Information,! 
consultation and participation of  employees • Equal treatment for men anJ 
women  •  Vocational  training  • Health  and safety  at  work  •  Rights  an~ 
protection of  children and adolescents • The elderly • The  dlsabled 
(Completing the internal market- Volume 6) 
308 pp. * ECU 34 * ISBN 92..826-3609-7 * C0-62-91-00&.EN-C 
The current situation, evolution and future prospects 
for agriculture in Yugoslavia 
128 pp. * ECU 12 *ISBN 92-826-3485-X * CM-72-91-899-EN-C 
A practical guide  to cross-border cooperation 
112 pp. * ECU 10 * ISBN 92:.826-3143-5 * CT-70-91-992-EN-C 
1992:  a pivotal year (address by Jacques Delors, President of the 
Commission, to the European Parliament)- From the Single Act to 
Maastricht and beyond: the means to matcb our ambitions - The 
Commission's programme for 1992- Supplement 1/92- Bull.  EC 
45 pp. * ECU 5 *ISBN 92-826-3841-3 * CM-NF-92-001-EN-C 
Tbe single rmancial market, Dominique SERVAIS * Second edition 
61  pp. * ECU 8 *ISBN 92-826-0256-7 * CB-58-90-473-EN-C 
The creation of the internal market in insurance,  Bill POOL 
126 pp. * ECU  10.50 *ISBN 92-8~6-0246-X * CB-58-90-336-EN-C 
The CollliDUDity legal order, Jean  .. Victor LOUIS 
Second~ completely revised edition 
25/11/92 European Eeonomy - No 44 - One market, one money -
Art evaluation of the potential benefits and costs of forming  an 
eeouomie and monetary uuion 
351  pp. • ECU  18 * ISSN 0379-0991 *  CB~AR~90·044-EN-C 
European Ecoaomy - The economics of EMU - Background studies 
for European Ee0110my  No 44 'One market, one money' 
Special edition No 1- 1991 
248 pp. * BCU  18 *ISBN 92-82&.1996..6 •  CM..-6()..9Q  ..  208~BN-C 
European Economy - N.o  47 - Developments on the labour market 
in tbe Community - Results of a survey covering emfloyers 
anti employees 
Quest - A macroeconomic· model for the countries of the European 
Community  as part of the world economy 
239 pp. *  ECU 20 * ISSN 0379..o99l  •  CM·AR·9l..o47-EN·C 
Europeaa Economy-No 48 - Fair competition in the internal market: 
Community  State-aid poHcy  - The  ecu  and  its role  in  the  process 
towards monetary union 
151  pp. * ECU 20 • ISSN 0379,.0991  • CM  .. AR  .. 9t..Q48  .. EN...C 
European Economy - The path of reform in Central and 
Eastern Europe- Special edition No 2- 1991 
306 pp. * ECU 20 * ISBN 92*826--2754-3 * CM·71-91-009~EN...C 
European industrial policy for the 1990s  Supplement 3/91 -Bull. EC 
54 pp. * ECU 4.25 * ISBN 92-826-2720-9 * CM-NF-91-003-EN-C 
Removal of tax obstacles to the cross·frontier activities of companies- Supplement 4/91  - Bull.  EC 
67  pp. * ECU 4.25 * ISBN 92-826-3025-0 * CM-NF-91-004-EN-C 
Audiovisual production in the single  market, Matteo MAGGIORE 
206  pp. * ECU 10.50 * ISBN 92-826-0268-0 * CB-58-90-481-EN-C 
Telecommunications in Europe, Herbert UNGERER with the collaboration of Nicholas P.  COSTELLO 
Revised edition,  1990 
257  pp. * ECU  10 * ISBN 92-826-1640-1  * CM-59-90-346-EN-C 
European Economy- No 35- The economics of 1992 
222  pp. * ECU 16 * ISSN 0379-0991  * CB-AR-88-035-EN-C 
European Economy- No 40- Horizontal mergers and competition policy in  the European Community 
98  pp. * ECU 16 * ISSN 0379-0991  * CB-AR-89-040-EN-C 
European Economy- No 43- Economic transformation in  Hungary and Poland 
218  pp. * ECU 18 * ISSN 0379-0991  * CB-AR-89-043-EN-C 
European Economy- No 45- Stabilization, liberalization and devolution- Assessment of the economic situation and 
reform process in the Soviet Union 
191  pp. * ECU 18 * ISSN 0379-0991  * CB-AR-90-045-EN-C 
European Economy- No 50- Annual Economic  Report 1991-92- Strengthening growth and  improving convergence 
285  pp. * ECU 20 * ISSN 0379-0991  * CM-AR-91-050-EN-C 
European Economy - Social Europe - The impact of the internal market by industrial sector: the challenge for  the 
Member States- Special edition- 1990 
340  pp. * ECU 18 * ISBN 92-826-1818-8 * CM-59-90-887-EN-C 
25/11/92 Social Europe 3/91 - Equal opportunities for women and men 
202 pp. * ECU 18 * ISSN 0255-0776 •  CE-AA-91-003-EN-C 
Guide to the reform of the Community's structural Funds 
104 pp. •  ECU 11.25 •  ISBN 92-826-0029-7 •  CB-56-89-223-EN-C 
The European Communities in the international order, Jean GROUX and Philippe MANIN 
163  pp. * ECU 5.25 * ISBN 92-825-5137-7 •  CB-40-84-206-EN-C 
The rights of working women in the European Community, Eve C. LANDAU 
244 pp. •  ECU 5.25  •  ISBN 92-825-5341-8 * CB-43-85-741-EN-C 
Lawyers in the European Community 
293  pp. •  ECU 15.48 •  ISBN 92-825-6978-0 •  CB-48-87-290-EN-C 
European Economy- No 36- Creation of a European financial area- Liberalization of capital movements 
and fmancial integration in the Community 
212 pp.  •  ECU 16 •  ISSN 0379-0991  * CB-AR-88-036-EN-C 
Social Europe- The social dimension of the internal market- Special edition 
115  pp. •  ECU 4.20 •  ISBN 92-825-8256-6 •  CB-PP-88-005-EN-C 
Individual choice and higher growth - The aim of consumer policy in the single market 
Eamonn LAWLOR •  Second edition 
72 pp. •  ECU 8 * ISBN 92-826-0087-4 •  CB-56-89-869-EN-C 
1992: the European social dimension, Patrick VENTURINI 
119 pp. * ECU 9.75 •  ISBN 92-825-8703-7  •  CB-PP-88-BOS-EN-C 
The European Monetary System - Origins, operation and outlook 
Jacques van YPERSELE with the cooperation of Jean-Claude KOEUNE * New  edition  (in preparation) 
1992 and beyond, John PALMER 
95 pp. •  ECU 8 •  ISBN 92-826-0088-2 •  CB-56-89-861-EN-C 
From EMS to monetary union, Jean-Victor LOUIS 
65  pp.  •  ECU 8.25 * ISBN 92-826-0067-X •  CB-58-90-231-EN-C 
Research on the 'cost of non-Europe'- Basic findings 
Volume  1 - Basic studies: Executive summaries 
578 pp. * ECU 53.25  •  ISBN 92-825-8605-7 •  CB-PP-88-Bl4-EN-C 
Volume  2  - Studies on the economics of integration 
652 pp. * ECU 57 * ISBN 92-825-8616-2 * CB-PP-88-Cl4-EN-C 
Volume  3 - The completion of the internal market: 
A surYey  of European industry's perception of the likely effects 
309 pp.  •  ECU 25.50 •  ISBN 92-825-8610-3  •  CB-PP-88-014-EN-C 
Volume  4  - The 'cost of non-Europe': 
Border-related controls and administrative formalities -
An illustration in the road haulage sector 
280 pp. •  ECU 22.50 •  ISBN 92-825-8618-9  •  CB-PP-88-E14-EN-C 
Volume  5  (Parts A  + B) 
The 'cost of non-Europe' in public-sector procurement 
Part A: 552 pp. *ISBN 92-825-8646-4 * CB-P1-88-F14-EN-C 
Part B: 278 pp. * ISBN 92-825-8647-2 * CB-P2-88-F14-EN-C 
Parts A  + B: ECU 120  * ISBN 92-825-8648-0 
Volume  6  - Technical barriers in the EC : An illustration by six industries 
The 'cost of non-Europe': Some case studies on technical barriers 
242 pp. * ECU 21  * ISBN 92-825-8649-9 * CB-PP-88-G14-EN-C 
Volume  7  - The 'cost of non-Europe': Obstacles to transborder business activity 
154 pp. * ECU 12.75  * ISBN 92-825-8638-3  * CB-PP-88-H14-EN-C 
Volume  8 - The 'cost of non-Europe' for business services 
140 pp. * ECU 13.50 * ISBN 92-825-8637-5  * CB-PP-88-114-EN-C 
Volume  9  - The 'cost of non-Europe' in financial services 
494 pp. * ECU 120 * ISBN 92-825-8636-7  * CB-PP-88-J14-EN-C 
Volume  10  - The benefits of completing the internal market for telecommunication 
services equipment in the Community 
197 pp. * ECU 17.25  * ISBN 92-825-8650-2 * CB-PP-88-Kl4-EN-C 
Volume  11  - The EC 92 automobile sector 
350 pp. * ECU 27.75  * ISBN 92-825-8619-7 * CB-PP-88-Ll4-EN-C 
25/11/92 Volume  12  (Parts A  + B) 
The 'cost of non-Europe ' in the foodstuffs industry 
Part A: 424 pp. * ISBN 92-825-8642-1  * CB-Pl-88-Ml4-EN-C 
Part B: 328  pp. * ISBN 92-825-8643-X * CB-P2-88-Ml4-EN-C 
Parts A  + B: ECU 120 * ISBN 92-825-8644-8 
Volume  13  - «Le coot de Ia non-Europe» des produits de  construction 
168  pp. * ECU 14.25 * ISBN 92-825-8631-6 * CB-PP-88-Nl4-FR-C 
Volume  14  - 'The cost of non-Europe' in the textile-clothing industry 
256 pp. * ECU 21.75  * ISBN 92-825-8641-3 * CB-PP-88-014-EN-C 
Volume  15  - 'The cost of non-Europe' in the pharmaceutical industry 
182 pp. * ECU 13.50 * ISBN 92-825-8632-4 * CB-PP-88-Pl4-EN-C 
Volume  16  - The internal markets of North America- Fragmentation and integration in the USA and Canada 
176  pp. * ECU 13.50 * ISBN 92-825-8630-8 * CB-PP-88-Ql4-EN-C 
Special price for the  complete series: ECU 360 
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Corinair working group on emission factors for calculating 1990 
emissions from road traffic 
Volume 1: Methodology and emission factors 
Document 
Luxembourg: Office for Official Publications of the European Communities 
1993-VI,  116 pp.·- 21.0 x 29.7 em 
Volume 1: ISBN 92-826-5771-X 
Volumes 1 and 2: ISBN 92-826-5770-1 
Price (excluding VAT) in Luxembourg:  (Volume 1) ECU 19 
(Volumes 1 and 2) ECU 23 
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Telex 570466 LICOSA I 
GFIANO·DUCHe OE  LUXEMBOURG 
Maa  ..  ganaa du livre 
5. rue Rattfl!usen 
L-2411  LuxemOourg 
no. 4010 20 
Fax 40 10 24 01 
NEDERLAND 
SOU Ovameld.,nfonnatla 
Exteme Fonasen 
F"ostbus 20014 
2500 EA •  s-Gra•enhage 
Tet  o0701  37 89 911 
Fa. 10701 34 75 778 
PORTUGAL 
lm-"ecoonal 
Casa da Moeoa. EP 
Rua 0. Franctsco Manuel de Meta. S 
P-1092 Losboa COdex 
Tel. (01) 69 34 14 
Olatribuldon de u- .__,Ld.. 
Qrupo a-nd,  SA 
Rua daa TeiT88 doa Vales. 4-A 
ApartadO 37 
P-2700 Amaaore coaax 
Tal. 101!49 59 050 
Telex  15798 BEROIS 
Fax 49 60 255 
UNITED KINGDOM 
HMSO Booka (Agarloy -onl 
HMSO Puohcattons Cttntre 
51  None Et,.,s .....,. 
L.ondon SW8 "\OR 
Tat  1071) 973 ~ 
Fax 873 8463 
Taoax 29 71  138 
OSTERREICH 
Manz'-e V-ga-
uncl un....,..otatebuohltandlung 
Kohlman<t 18 
A-1014Woan 
Tel. o0222l 531  81·1:33 
Telex  11~ 500 BOX A 
Fu 102221  531  81-181 
SUOMI/FINLAND 
"""'""'lnen Klr)akauppa 
~kuatc.atu 1 
PO Box 128 
SF·00101  Haosonko 
Tal  101  121  41 
F3X •0)  121  4.4  ~1 
NORGE 
,._Info~ 
Bertrand NarveiAJI'Is V8l  2 
PO Box 8125 Ettarataa 
N-0602 Osoo 6 
Teo.  1221  57 33 00 
Telex  79668 NIC N 
Fax 1221 68 19 01 
SVERIGE 
BTJ AB 
Traktorvlligan 13 
S-22100 l.und 
Tal. 10481  18 00 00 
Fax ,048\ 18 01  25 
30 79 47 
SCHWEIZ: SUISSE  SVIZZEFIA 
OSEC 
Stampfant>achstraBa 95 
CH-8035 Zu'ICn 
Tal. •011  385 54.19 
Fax 1011 385 54 11 
CESKA REPUBLIKA 
.... eR 
Hava1kova 22 
130 00 P•ana 3 
Tal.  o2) 235 84 -+8 
Fax 121 235 97 88 
MAOYARORSZAG 
l!uro-lnfo-Sarvoca 
Clue Szogat 
Margrtsz•oer 
1138 Budapest 
Tao" Fax  1  11 1 60 81 
11116216 
POLSKA 
auaon ...  l'oundatlon 
ul. Krucza 38142 
00-512 Warszawa 
Tel.  o221  21  99 93. 628·28·82 
l'ltematiOnal Fax&P,one 
i0-39l 12-00-77 
ROMANIA 
...  .........,Ia 
85. Strada Oionosoa  Lupu 
70184 Bucurestt 
Tel., Fax 0  12 98 48 
aALGARIJA 
I!......_Kia-BKLtd 
68. bd Votoaha 
1453 Sotoa 
Tel. Fax 2 52 74 75 
"!USSIA 
CCI!C 
9.80-oatoya OktyaOrya Avenue 
11:312 Moscow 
Tel , Fu. o095)  135 52 27 
CYPRUS 
Cyprva c ......  _  of Commerce -
lnduetr\f 
Chamber Buoidong 
J8 Gnvas Ohu1ema Ave 
3  Oe11Q10rq1S Street 
PO Box 1455 
N•COSia 
Tel. ,21 449500/462312 
Fax 12)  458630 
'viAI.TA 
Millar dlatributor8 Ltd 
Scots "o~se. M A.  Vassath s1rear 
PO Box 272 
valletta 
~.1  2.4  j"'J  01 
~='ax 23 ~9 14 
TORKIYE 
Praa a-Kltap Darvl 
Pazarlama DaOitltn  Tloaret ve aanayl  .... 
NarlobahQa Sokak N. 15 
latanbui·Caoai<>Qiu 
Tel. •1) 520 92 98 • 528 55 88 
Fax 520 84 57 
Telex 23622 osvo-TR 
ISRAEL 
ROYint.matl-1 
PO Box 13056 
41  Mishmar Hayaraan St.--
Tel Avov  61130 
Tel. 3 498 108 
Fax 3 544 60 39 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA I 
CANADA 
U ..  IPUB 
4811-F A,_,Diy Onva 
Lanham. MD 20706·4391 
Tel. Toll Free o8001  27  4  4688 
Fax 1301) 459 0056 
CANADA 
Subacnotoona only 
Untquement abOnnements 
,._.,  Pullllahlng Co. Ltd 
1294 Algoma Floaa 
Ottawa. Ontaroo K1 B 3W8 
Tel. 18131  741  43 33 
Fax 16131  741  54 :39 
Telex 0534783 
AUSTRALIA 
HuntwPuiOH-
58A G•PPS Street 
Collingwood 
Voctona 3066 
Tel.  13) 417 5381 
Fax  13) 419 7154 
JAPAN 
Klnokunlya com.._  Ltd 
17-7 Shon1uku 3-Chome 
Shontuku·ku 
Tokyo 180·91 
Tal. (OJ) 3439-Q12  1 
Journal~ 
PO Box 55 Chttoae 
Tokyo 158 
Tal. (OJ) 3439·0124 
SOUTH-EAST -'ISlA 
Lagal Ubrary ~  Ltd 
STK Agency 
Aootnson Road 
PO Box 1817 
Songapora 9038 
SOUTH AFRICA 
lafto 
5th Floor. Export House 
Cnr Maude & West St.--a 
Sandton 2146 
Tal. 10111  883-3737 
Fax t011) 863-6569 
AUTRES PAYS 
OTHER COUNTRIES 
ANDERE LANDER 
Oflloa daa publloaeoona o_._  dee Comm-__  ,_ 
::!,  "\\e Mereter 
L •  ~98~ Lu•ambourg 
-el. 499 28-1 
Telex .:>UBOF  ~u 1324 b 
Fax 48 85 73148 68 · 7 Price (excluding VAn in Luxembourg:  (Volume 1) ECU 19 
(Volumes 1 and 2) ECU 23 
*  OFFICE FOR OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS  :  O  **OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
*-* 
***  L-2985 Luxembourg 
ISBN  92-826-5771-X 
111111111111111111111111 
9  789282 657713 > 